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SUMMARY
The research objective of NCHRP Project 25-25, Task 114 was to understand and detail how
tribal perspectives and expertise could inform the requirements and intent of the Section 106 process
of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) for surface transportation projects, which includes
recognizing federal agency government-to-government consultation responsibilities and addressing
issues associated with confidentiality.
Previous research conducted by NCHRP and other organizations and agencies has articulated several
roadblocks to facilitating the integration of tribal expertise into the Section 106 process (and early
planning). These roadblocks include the following.
•
•
•

Tribal responsiveness because of capacity issues and limited financial and personnel resources.
Lack of trust between tribes and agencies.
Resolving conflicting perspectives on data and information acquisition, cultural sensitivity,
cultural perspectives, and confidentiality issues.

Possible solutions resulting from this research study include the following.
•

•

•

•

•
•

Enhance the capacity of tribes to contribute their expertise to project development by
compensating tribes for their participation in the same way an agency would pay a consultant.
Potential financially compensated activities might include inventory/survey (including
consultation with elders and other experts), evaluations of identified places of religious and
cultural significance, and development and implementation of measures to resolve adverse
effects. This would not involve compensation for participation as a Section 106 consulting party
in the Section 106 process (i.e., consulting party consultation as stipulated in 36 CFR 800.3 to
800.6).
Dedicated agency staff, such as tribal liaisons, who are involved in different phases of the entire
project delivery process (not just the Section 106 process), from early transportation planning
(long-range planning, corridor planning, 10-year plans, and project programming) to project
completion.
Collaborative development of memoranda of understanding or protocols detailing the use of tribal
expertise in both early planning and project development. When appropriate and agreed upon,
these protocols can also be codified in formal Section 106 agreement documents as part of
Section 106 reviews.
Protocols can also be used in laying out process for communication between tribes and agencies,
addressing information and data acquisition, cultural sensitivity, cultural perspective, and
confidentiality issues.
Opportunities for face-to-face interactions and discussions during all aspects of project delivery,
from early planning to resolution of adverse effects.
Providing continuous feedback to tribes on how their expertise is used in early planning and
project development decision-making.

i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Consultation is an essential element of historic preservation law compliance in the United States. For many
involved in the consultation process, the goal of achieving effective and successful consultation continues
to be a significant challenge. This is particularly true for federal agencies charged with the responsibility of
consulting with federally recognized Indian tribes. In 1992, Congress amended the NHPA to give Indian
tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations a significantly greater role in the historic preservation process.
The changes to 36 CFR 800 (the implementing regulation for Section 106 of NHPA) after the 1992
amendments clarified federal agency responsibilities regarding tribal sovereignty and the government-togovernment trust relationship that exists between the federal government and tribes. A path was also cleared
for tribes to assume the functions of the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for matters affecting
tribal lands, including establishment of a Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO). For those tribes
without a THPO, consultation regarding undertakings on or affecting tribal lands is still pursued with the
tribe’s designated representatives, as well as the SHPO, on the same basis as and in addition to the SHPO.
Federal agencies are also required to consult with Indian tribes, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiian
Organizations that attach traditional religious and cultural significance to historic properties regardless of
their location.
The importance of regular and meaningful consultation between federal agencies and Indian tribes was
further strengthened in November 2009 when President Obama signed a Presidential Memorandum to
reinforce the Clinton Administration’s E.O. 13175 that mandated agency consultation with Indian tribes
regarding federal policies with tribal implications. This executive order also required each federal agency
to prepare its own plan for carrying out consultation. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(ACHP), itself a federal agency, issued its own plan in February 2010 entitled Consultation Process
Pursuant to E.O. 13175: Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments. The U.S.
Department of Transportation issued Order 5301.1, Department of Transportation Programs, Policies, and
Procedures Affecting American Indians, Alaska Natives, and Tribes in November 1999.
The nature of the tribal consultation process continues to evolve, and more collaborative approaches are
developing throughout the entirety of the Section 106 process. Collaboration, like consultation, often
reveals different styles of communication, interpersonal or group interaction, and patterns of decisionmaking that must be understood to achieve a mutually positive outcome. In addition to cultural differences,
participants also find themselves confronting new challenges as well as a wealth of understanding created
by working together.

1.1

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The research objective of NCHRP Project 25-25, Task 114, “Integrating Tribal Expertise into Processes to
Identify, Evaluate, and Record Cultural Resources,” is to explore how unique tribal perspectives and
expertise could inform the tribal engagement and consultation process associated with the requirements and
intent in the Section 106 process for successful project outcomes on surface transportation projects. NCHRP
Task 114 follows NCHRP Task 79 (completed in 2013), “Successful Practices for Effective Tribal
Consultation,”1 which identified the best existing consultation programs and the common elements that
seem to make the greatest difference in achieving success. NCHRP Task 114 uses the contextual framework
of the current state of the practice to incorporate traditional expertise into identifying effective approaches
for expanding standard field and research methodologies, and the treatment and protection of places of
religious and cultural significance to tribes, to achieve collaborative and meaningful approaches to
1
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resolving adverse effects. The study identifies best practices that could bridge the divide between tribal and
agency evaluation to achieve successful outcomes and identify where future research might be conducted
to close the gap.
NCHRP Task 114 expands on the consultation process to focus on the active participation of tribes in the
Section 106 research and survey processes and identify how best to incorporate unique tribal expertise and
perspectives into the identification of historic properties, including identification of areas of potential effect,
defining the level of effort to identify historic properties, and evaluating NRHP eligibility; the assessment
of effects, including making findings of no historic properties affected, no adverse effect, and adverse effect;
and the resolution of adverse effects, including the monitoring of agency implementation of commitments
for resolving adverse effects stipulated in agreement documents.
.

2
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2.0 PROJECT APPROACH
As stated in Section 1.0, the research objective of this project is to understand and detail how tribal
perspectives and expertise could inform the requirements and intent of the Section 106 process of the NHPA
for surface transportation projects, recognizing federal agency government-to-government consultation
responsibilities and issues associated with confidentiality. As a follow-up to NCHRP Task 79, NCHRP
Task 114 explores successful Section 106 outcomes by incorporating tribal perspectives throughout the
tribal engagement and consultation process.
The NCHRP Task 79 report “Recommendations and Next Steps” section outlined successful consultation
practices (those used in Section 106 and other areas of transportation planning): operate with respect,
promote relationship building, understand the federal government-to-government trust relationship, and
become knowledgeable about tribal culture and history. The report provides some examples of successful
approaches, including the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish an atmosphere of equal footing in Section 106 consultations.
Recognize and respect the government-to-government trust relationship.
Employ a philosophy of respect and transparency in all consultation activities.
Institute early and continuous consultation, involving tribes during the planning phases.
Follow-up and follow-through are fundamental.
Employ a “boots on the ground” approach, including essential face-to-face interactions.
Flexibility is key (not all tribes have the same concerns and not all use the same approaches).
Keep in mind that actions count as much as words.
Participate in activities not related to projects to aid in trust and relationship building.
Avoid presumptions and ask questions.
Note that project-specific consultation is still the preferred method for many tribes.
Establish a working relationship with educated/informed tribal liaisons to further the success of
Section 106 tribal consultation and transportation project delivery.
Use conferences, meetings, and workshops as tools for successful relationship building and
training.

Another item suggested in the report:
•

Incorporating unique tribal knowledge at the earliest stages of the process, such as tribal
involvement in Statewide Transportation Improvement Plans (STIPs), which may overcome
major project redesigns and cost overruns.

NCHRP Task 114 expands our understanding of the approaches that can be used to incorporate unique
tribal expertise into all steps in the Section 106 process, including consideration of tribal knowledge and
expertise early in the planning process (i.e., initiating project programming prior to the implementation of
Section 106 and National Environmental Policy Act [NEPA] reviews).

3
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2.1

PROJECT TASKS

As an initial step, the project team contacted the National Association of Tribal Historic Preservation
Officers (NATHPO), the ACHP Tribal Liaison, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) headquarters,
the TRB Tribal Issues in Transportation Committee (ABE80 committee), and the AASHTO Tribal Liaison
Community of Practice to discuss the best methods for reaching out and engaging the tribes. In addition,
the project team looked to the NCHRP Task 114 panel to provide insights into how to contact and engage
with tribes, including region-specific recommendations, to increase the efficiency and scope of the data
collection effort.
One of the first respondents to the project team’s query noted was the reference in the study’s original
objectives to examine the use of “tribal knowledge” in informing the Section 106 process. It was thought
that this would raise a red flag with tribes, as tribal knowledge is not something that tribes like to share with
non-tribal members. It was recommended only to reference the use of “tribal expertise.” There was also
skepticism about including in this study face-to-face meetings with THPO and non-THPO tribes given the
lack of national tribal gatherings where several survey participants might be available in one location. While
acknowledging the challenges of an online survey, there was support for the team’s doing such a survey
provided there was a multi-pronged approach to outreach prior to sending out the survey. It was
acknowledged that the results may lack the statistical significance needed for broader generalizations, but
the results and associated contacts could lead to more in-depth interviews. It was further suggested that the
team leverage the existing state department of transportation (DOT) Tribal Liaisons (e.g., through the
Liaisons’ regular teleconferences), regular statewide tribal meetings, and mailing lists to announce and
potentially introduce the survey, as such an approach would “take advantage of the good will they have
established with the tribes they regularly contact,” and would help with the response rate. The DOT Tribal
Liaisons are probably in a better position to respond to questions respondents may have about NCHRP and
TRB.
The project team discussed the online survey questions and were advised that it would be good to get a
sense of how the tribes are engaged now: who is contacting whom at various stages in the project
consultation process (e.g., THPOs are only contacted at Section 106 initiation, as earlier engagement on
transportation-related issues, such as during planning, is likely to be other individuals within a tribe). This
suggests that mapping potential contact points might have value in understanding all the possible
consultation linkages and identifying potential opportunities and choke points for using tribal expertise in
Section 106 decision-making (and in early planning), with the goal to achieve successful outcomes. The
ABE80 Committee Chair also pointed to the need to find out whether state DOTs circle back with the
tribe(s) on the issues they have raised and to share with the tribe how any information they shared is used.
Exploring the feedback loop is clearly an important element to evaluating the effectiveness of the
consultative relationship and perceptions of success. In addition, the team also believes it will be important
to address the issue of what tribes are not being asked about during the consultation process and what they
believe they should be asked to achieve successful outcomes in the Section 106 process.
A subsequent conversation with the FHWA FPO and ACHP FHWA Liaison highlighted many of the
themes raised previously. It was advised that the project team create a comprehensive contact list and reach
out to NATHPO and the ACHP Tribal Liaison. There was also interest in how the research team planned
to bring the survey to the attention of the tribes to achieve a measurable level of participation. The team
relayed the plan to work through NATHPO, the ACHP Tribal Liaison, and the state DOT Tribal Liaisons
4
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to introduce the project and explain the goals to increase interest and participation for improved response
rates. With respect to the online survey questions, it was suggested that the questions be short and to the
point to increase response rates, and that both resident and non-resident tribes should be represented in the
sample.
Lastly, the team reached out to NATHPO and the ACHP Tribal Liaison and received further support for
the suggestions received from the consulted parties discussed above.

5
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3.0 BACKGROUND RESEARCH AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Judging from existing literature and studies, the state of current practice in the use of tribal expertise and
perspectives in heritage resource management and within the context of the Section 106 process is
somewhat limited. There is, however, burgeoning literature demonstrating keen interest in involving
descendant communities in meaningful ways to inform research questions and problem statements, the
research process, analysis, and interpretation. The literature illustrates the positive outcomes and deeper
understanding that come from collaboration. It provides a context for developing more engaged
archaeology that is relevant for more engaged cultural resource management.
The project team examined relevant tribal engagement projects and programs implemented by nontransportation agencies and in academe both in the United States and in other nations with descendant
communities. The bibliography lists literature and documents relevant to building context and perspective
on the use of tribal expertise within heritage resource management and the Section 106 process.
Augmenting the work of NCHRP Task 114 is the March 2019 release of the Government Accountability
Office Tribal Consultation: Additional Federal Actions Needed for Infrastructure Projects, 2 which
provides the findings of their multiple-year review of agencies’ consulting processes for infrastructure
projects. Respondents included 57 tribes and 21 federal agencies, and the report includes comments from
100 tribes received in 2016. The tribes and the agencies provided observations on those factors that hindered
effective consultation.
From the tribal perspective, the key issues are the following.
•
•
•

Late initiation of the consultation process.
Failure to consider adequately tribal input in decision-making.
Lack of respect for tribal sovereignty or the government-to-government consultative relationship.

From the agency perspective, the key issues focus on the following.
•
•
•

Difficulty maintaining correct contact information for tribes.
Lack of resources to support needed consultative efforts.
Challenges in consultation when multiple agencies are involved.

Although many of the agencies and tribal participants in the GAO study have made individual efforts to
address the issues identified above, the particularistic approach to tackling such problems does not provide
consistency in the consultative process, nor does it facilitate collaborative efforts by multiple agencies. The
GAO report offers general recommendations for all agencies to improve consultation, including the
establishment of a centralized information system and a policy review by all agencies on feedback to tribes
regarding agency consideration of tribal input in project-level decision-making. It is that latter
recommendation that was identified specifically for the FHWA’s consideration.
The project team reviewed other available reports, articles, and literature with contextual value to those
interested in integrating tribal expertise into heritage resource management and the Section 106 process.
This report’s bibliography, although by no means complete, informed the project team as they sought to
evaluate the findings of this study. What is clear from a review of the material is the need for increased and
ongoing collaboration through all phases of a project. Such collaboration leads to positive outcomes,
including better relationships through greater understanding of approaches, perspectives, and concerns.

6
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4.0 RESULTS OF ONLINE SURVEY
4.1

INTRODUCTION

A critical element of the NCHRP Task 114 study is exploring how the FHWA and state DOTs consider
tribal expertise during all steps in the Section 106 process. Another critical element of this study is to
document tribal perspectives on how well FHWA and state DOTs consider tribal expertise during the steps
in the Section 106 process. To assist in addressing these elements of the study, the project team created an
online questionnaire through Google Forms for state DOTs and FHWA division offices and another for
tribes.
The online survey was opened on May 13, 2019. An initial reminder was sent out on May 17, 2019, with a
second reminder sent on May 29, 2019. The first reporting of the online survey results was taken on May
31, 2019, at which time the project team had heard from 22 state DOTs, 17 FHWA division offices, and 18
tribes online. To provide additional time for outreach to tribes, the project team left the online survey open
until October 16, 2019, and, with the support of the NCHRP Task 114 panel, made several efforts until the
survey closed to solicit online survey participation. At the time of closure, 23 state DOTs, 18 FHWA
division offices, and 31 tribal respondents had participated in the online survey.
The following reporting of the online survey results includes all responses received by October 16, 2019,
when the survey was closed to further responses. Each of the online survey questions is reviewed below.
Depending on the question, a respondent was prompted to provide a “Yes” or “No” response and offered
the opportunity to “Explain” by providing additional written input. Some questions only required written
input with no “Yes” or “No” required. Some respondents elected not to choose a “Yes” or “No” response
when prompted and only offered written text. Other respondents chose not to offer responses to questions.
The comments submitted in the “Explain” section provided for each question are provided in Appendix A.
The respondents were generous with their comments. To maintain response integrity, the written responses
provided in Appendix A have been only lightly edited (e.g., obscuring names, removing extra spacing, and
correcting misspellings to improve readability).

4.2

SUMMARY OF ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS

4.2.1 STATE DOTS AND FHWA DIVISION OFFICES
As noted above, the project team received online survey responses from 23 state DOTs and 18 FHWA
division offices. Figure 1 (at the end of the section) shows the geographical representation of the
respondents.
Each of the online survey questions is discussed below, including comments submitted in the “Explain”
sections provided for each question.
1. Does your agency incorporate tribal expertise into carrying out the Section 106 process, including
identifying historic properties (i.e., places of religious and cultural significance), assessing effects,
and resolving adverse effects?
Of the responses received, 80 percent (n=33) were “Yes,” and 20 percent (n=8) were “Explain” wherein
the respondent offered a written response only.

7
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No written responses were negative but rather provided more detail on the nature of the agency-tribal
relationship or how the information provided by tribes was considered, if at all, by the agency. Comments
included identifying their coordination with tribes as letting them know about a project just as they would
a SHPO or other consulting parties, not receiving additional information about historic properties from
the tribes in response to the initial outreach or follow-up questions, only consulting with tribes on a
project-by-project basis, expanding the consultation process if requested by the tribes, and some states
having or creating a more formal tribal consultation protocol developed in consultation with tribes. Some
states mentioned providing opportunity for tribal engagement in the field and including them on technical
reporting review, and it was mentioned in several instances that outreach could be variable depending on
the size of the undertaking or if the project is on or near tribal reservations.
2. Are tribes typically involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance?
Forty-one percent (n=17) of the respondents answered “No” to tribal involvement in field
investigations, and 32 percent (n=13) answered “Yes.” The remaining respondents offered an
explanation (20 percent; n=8), were not sure (5 percent; n=2) or did not provide an answer (2 percent;
n=1).
According to those who responded positively to this question, some programs for tribal field involvement
are well developed and include active tribal involvement on all projects. Some consist of variable
involvement and are limited to field meetings, site visits, or participation depending on scale/scope of the
project. For some, tribal involvement occurs only on projects on the reservation, or is limited to
monitoring during fieldwork conducted by others or during construction, or is not routine or typical, or is
at tribal discretion, or occurs only if something is identified. In general, tribes are clearly welcome to
participate should they take the initiative, and the level of involvement and interest varies greatly.
3. If tribes are typically involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance, how and when are tribes involved? For example, do tribal members conduct
the investigations or participate as cultural monitors during the investigation?
The responses suggest that although tribal involvement is encouraged, there is a wide range in how that
involvement translates into practice. Sometimes tribes are hired directly to complete surveys, or the
consulting firm hires the tribe. Some DOTs leave it to tribal discretion if they want to be involved, or
there are no processes for tribal field involvement. It appears that the preferred form of involvement is
using tribal monitors for projects both on and off reservations for field investigations and construction.
In some instances, one collaborative report is prepared involving both consultants and tribes so that one
approach to avoidance is presented to the DOT. In other cases, tribes are invited to complete a
pedestrian survey in conjunction with the consulting team but there is no discussion of how what the
tribe learns is reported for informed decision-making.
4. Do tribes hire or are they involved in the selection of a consultant to perform this work on behalf
of the tribe (i.e., is the consultant someone the tribe knows well and trusts)?
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Based on the submitted responses, tribes will perform this work themselves in-house or, in instances
that are more infrequent, will hire a consultant to do the work. Rarely are they directly involved in the
selection of a consultant by a DOT, but their preferences are made known to the DOT because of the
desire to have a firm with which they have a good working relationship. One DOT mentioned the use
of sensitivity training to maintain a respectful working environment; the project team has also seen this
approach used in non-transportation projects.
5. Do you have an executed Section 106 programmatic agreement with tribes that establishes how
tribal expertise is used in the Section 106 process?
Fifty-six percent (n=23) of respondents do not have an executed PA with tribes, and 29 percent (n=12)
indicate that they do. The remaining 15 percent was split equally at 5 percent (n=2) each in offering an
explanation only, they were not sure, or left the response blank.
For those that indicated they have a PA, the PAs are not executed directly with tribes except in limited
circumstances but rather the respondents are referencing that tribal interests are reflected in their PA.
Most noted that although tribes played a role in the PA development, they chose not to sign. One
comment noted that agreements had been negotiated with tribes, but when they expired, there was no
desire to move forward as the tribes saw no value in the agreements. In another instance, it was
suggested that tribes “dislike” PAs. In yet another instance, such agreements are in place with tribes in
the state. In summary, it appears that there is somewhat limited use of PAs to establish how tribal
expertise is used in the Section 106 process, and instead DOTs rely on their existing PAs to address
tribal participation but do not define how the knowledge gleaned informs decision-making. The project
team believes that those respondents suggesting that there are PAs are answering in the affirmative
because they are equating existing PAs that address tribal consultation to an agreement with the tribe.
6. Are tribes financially compensated for participating in the Section 106 process (e.g., for
conducting surveys to identify places of religious and cultural significance)?
Nearly a quarter (22 percent; n=9) of respondents answered that they were compensated, 37 percent
(n=15) are not, and 12 percent (n=5) are not sure. Seven percent (n=3) left the question blank, and 22
percent (n=9) offered an explanation only.
The written responses associated with this question exhibited tremendous variation, and it would be
interesting to find out more about the factors driving such widely divergent approaches to financial
compensation to tribes. At some DOTs, tribes are compensated when participating in Section 106
consultation, but that does not currently include conducting surveys. For others, it is the reverse, or only
considered on request and in specific situations. In some states, the tribes are paid for their participation
in advance and this includes other direct costs, such as travel, meals, and lodging. Other states may
reimburse for costs incurred but not provide compensation for labor. One tribe did not wish to be
compensated for monitoring.
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7. If tribes are compensated for participating in the Section 106 process, how are they financially
compensated and by whom?
The process for compensating tribes varies. Either the DOT reimburses the tribe directly through the
financial mechanisms the agency has in place (e.g., via invoice, honorarium, or subcontract) or the tribe
is reimbursed through the consulting firm.
8. Is tribal cultural expertise used in decision-making associated with the early transportation
planning process (e.g., for programmed projects, prior to the beginning of NEPA and Section 106
reviews)? That is, are tribal historic preservation or cultural staff involved in early transportation
planning?
Almost half (42 percent; n=17) of the respondents answered in the affirmative, and 24 percent (n=10)
replied in the negative. Seventeen percent (n=7) of the respondents were not sure, two left the answer
blank, and 15 percent (n=6) offered an explanation only.
In general, the responses suggest some variety in how much outreach is extended to tribes, the form of
the outreach, and at what stage in the planning process it occurs. Some DOTs have efforts underway to
improve the process. For others, it is a key component of planning the STIP each year. In a few
instances, the outreach appears to be confined to sending a notification letter to the tribes or the
suggestion that the tribes are welcome to play a role in the process but with no indication of how this
will be accomplished. Various departments may be involved with tribes at different stages in the
process, but there was no indication of how this involvement and knowledge was shared across
departments to link the engagement efforts.
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FIGURE 1: Geographical Representation, Respondents from State DOTs and FHWA Division Offices
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4.2.2 TRIBES
Over the course of the project, the project team received online survey responses from 31 tribal respondents.
Using the location of the tribal office (when known), Figure 2 (at the end of the section) shows the
geographical representation of the tribal respondents.
Each of the online survey questions is discussed below, including comments submitted in the “Explain”
sections provided for each question.
1. Is your tribe’s cultural expertise used in state DOT decision-making associated with early project
planning (i.e., prior to initiating Section 106 compliance or NEPA reviews)? That is, are tribal
historic preservation or cultural staff involved in early transportation planning? An example
would be a state DOT consulting with your tribe’s historic preservation staff about projects in
the STIP.
Nearly half of the respondents (48 percent; n=14) answered “Yes” to this question, and 23 percent
answered “No.” An additional 26 percent (n=8), chose to “Explain,” and (3 percent; n=1) was not sure.
Responses showed variability in the degree to which tribes are engaged in the planning process. Some
tribes meet with agency staff about project planning with regular frequency, but many times contact
occurs only when there is project-specific compliance. Some state agencies consult early, but the
respondents noted that most are not. A tremendous burden is placed on THPO staffs with the volume
of projects that are shared with them for review, and this volume may lead to tribes not commenting at
all. Other respondents lamented that there is little involvement in any of the decision points along the
project development process. Some tribes noted that although they may share information, they do not
see the results of that consultation reflected in the final plans.
2. During the development of a project (i.e., during the NEPA and Section 106 review process), do
state DOTs and FHWA rely on your tribe’s expertise to identify places of religious and cultural
significance to your tribe, assess effects to these places, and resolve any adverse effects to these
places?
Of those responding to this question, nearly two-thirds (65 percent; n=20) responded “Yes,” and only
13 percent (n=4) responded “No.” Seventeen percent chose “Explain,” 3 percent (n=1) was “Not Sure,”
and another respondent (3 percent) left the response field blank.
Respondents noted that some state agencies seek their input and that others may not, their input may be
sought only on their reservation lands, and that outreach can occur after the decision to do something
has already been made. One respondent pointed to a concern that PAs are being overused, leading to a
failure to identify resources until very late in the process.
In those examples where consultation occurs and there is engagement on effects, some respondents did
note difficulty with the agency understanding the significance of the identified resources to tribal
communities: “… it is very difficult for them to understand our views and how to work around our
concerns.”
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3. Is your tribe typically involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious
and cultural significance to your tribe?
The responses to this question were somewhat evenly distributed among “Yes” we are involved at 42
percent (n=13), “No” we are not at 32 percent (n=10), and 26 percent (n=8) who chose to “Explain”
rather than provide a yes or no answer.
Tribal respondents noted that they are not involved in fieldwork as often as they would like, one noted
it can be a rare occurrence, and another stated that they are involved only in projects located in areas
sensitive for the tribes. Sometimes the fieldwork has already taken place and such work shows a reliance
on outdated survey information. The tribes are always willing to assist but there have been difficulties
in obtaining compensation for the tribes’ work.
One respondent noted that for some transportation agencies and projects (but not all), consultation
comes late in the process after decisions have been made and there is limited ability to refine designs
leading to mitigation efforts as opposed to avoidance or minimization. The respondent advocated for
more reliance on early engagement with tribes so that project planning can benefit from the consultative
process.
4. If your tribe is involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance, how and when is your tribe involved? For example, do tribal members
conduct the investigations or do tribal members participate as cultural monitors during the
investigation?
Tribal respondents want to be involved in field investigations, but there is variable participation
associated with project timing, tribal notifications, and financial considerations. Many tribes conduct
the investigations, perform monitoring activities, hold interviews with elders, and review work
completed by others. Some tribes are not provided the opportunity to be involved and consider
themselves fortunate if they are able to participate in monitoring alone.
5. Does your tribe hire or are you involved in the selection of a consultant to perform this work on
behalf of the tribe (i.e., is the consultant someone the tribe knows well and trusts)?
Two-thirds (65 percent; n=20) of the respondents noted that they are not involved in hiring or selecting
the consultants to do any of the required fieldwork, and only 6 percent (n=2) do have that ability. Almost
a third (29 percent; n=9) chose the “Explain” field.
According to the tribal respondents, much depends on the overall project situation and the financial
resources. Sometimes the tribe performs the work, but in other situations, the work is contracted out.
Most of the respondents suggested that they have established relationships with archaeologists but that
there is a reliance on tribal staff to conduct the field visits, attend consultation meetings, perform the
monitoring, etc. Monitors may be independent contractors but they are typically Native American and
have been vetted by the tribe so there is an established relationship. Tribes may be able to request a
trusted ethnographer if there is an agreement document giving them the ability to specify, but
13
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sometimes follow-up ethnographic surveys are conducted by another consultant hired by the agency.
One tribe was emphatic that no surveys should be undertaken without a tribal monitor.
6. Do you have an executed Section 106 programmatic agreement with FHWA and/or a state DOT
that establishes how your tribe’s expertise will be used in carrying out the Section 106 process?
Most of the responses indicated that the tribes do not have an executed PA (58 percent; n=18). Twentysix percent of respondents (n=8) indicated that they did have an agreement, and 13 percent (n=4) were
not sure. Only 3 percent (n=1) chose “Explain.”
Some respondents were unclear as to whether any agreement they might have was still in force or noted
that an agreement is in the process of being drafted. In other instances, the tribe has been unable to get
agreement with the agency to enter into a PA. It was also noted that agreements “between Nations
should be executed by leaders of such Nations” and that respect should be shown in such documents
for those in tribal leadership positions.
7. Is your tribe financially compensated for participation in the Section 106 process, such as
conducting surveys to identify places of religious and cultural significance?
Nearly two-thirds (61 percent; n=19) of the respondents to this question indicated that they are not
financially compensated for their participation. Sixteen percent (n=5) noted that they are, three percent
(n=1) were not sure, and an additional six chose “Explain.” Some tribes do not charge a fee for their
participation in the Section 106 process, such as to complete desktop review of projects or to perform
monitoring activities, whereas others are compensated to attend annual consultation meetings and to
perform fieldwork such as monitoring. Others are not compensated at all for any activity, yet they have
the responsibility to pay their employees to complete research, pull materials together for consultation
meetings, and participate in those consultation meetings. It is noted that, when conducting surveys and
being compensated for the work, the compensation goes to the individual performing the work, not to
the tribe.
8. If your tribe is compensated for participating in the Section 106 process, how are you financially
compensated and by whom?
Some tribes noted that they enter into contracts and receive grants, perform the work, and invoice on a
cost-reimbursable basis. Others noted they receive reimbursement for travel expenses (e.g.,
travel/mileage, lodging, meals). Some agencies compensate for fieldwork but not for their time spent
on consultation. One respondent noted that they work through an archaeological firm that compensates
the individual, not the tribe.
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FIGURE 2: Geographical Representation, Tribal Respondents
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5.0 RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS
A critical element of this study is exploring how the FHWA and state DOTs consider tribal expertise during
all steps in the Section 106 process. Another critical element of this study is to document tribal perspectives
on how well (or whether) FHWA and state DOTs consider tribal expertise during the steps in the Section
106 process. To follow up on the online survey, interviews were undertaken with a select group of DOTs,
along with outreach for an interview to all the online-survey-responding tribes, and additional tribes as
recommended by the NCHRP Task 114 panel. Additional outreach to selected federal agencies resulted in
one response. The goal was to provide additional insights into best practices and practical guidance
associated with using tribal expertise during all steps in the Section 106 process.
All potential interviewees had a choice of either completing and sending to the project team a completed
interview questionnaire or participating in a telephone interview based on the questionnaire. The project
team received completed interview forms from, or conducted interviews with, seven state DOTs, two tribes,
and one federal agency.
The interview/questionnaire responses are presented in Appendix B with only minor editing of original
responses. In addition, the identity of respondents has been shielded as possible.

5.1

INTERVIEW OBSERVATIONS

5.1.1 STATE DOTS
1. In your experience what have been the most effective approaches for incorporating traditional
tribal expertise into the Section 106 process? [Seven responses]
Meetings. Many states meet with tribes on a regular basis, such as annually. During these meetings,
the state DOT and tribes discuss approaches and perspectives as a group. An important element of these
meetings is discussion on how to or how not to share tribal information with others.
Tribal Participation in Field Investigations. Some state DOTs have tribal members work in the field
with the state DOT archaeologists, where tribal members provide insight into the use of the site.
One state DOT has set up several intergovernmental work agreements (contracts) with tribes to provide
field investigation services (both inventory and archaeological site testing and evaluation), in addition
to agreements for conducting ethnographic research. In absence of having an agreement with a tribe,
the state DOT’s contractors bring tribal members onto their projects. And in some cases, a tribal elder
may come out to a site being investigated by archaeologists, to provide tribal expertise at no expense.
Some tribes like this approach.
Another state DOT noted that any time there might be traditional cultural property (TCP) issues; the
state DOT will use tribes as the experts. The state DOT will use an ethnographer acceptable to a tribe,
or a tribal ethnographer (and a contract is set up with tribe for the services of their ethnographer). The
state DOT, however, has found that ethnographers are not experts in Section 106 when it comes to
National Register evaluations. The state DOT needs to tell them that they have to make explicit
eligibility findings, along with effects findings, in their reports. The state DOT has to educate these
ethnographers about these aspects of Section 106 compliance.
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Timing. One state DOT said they have found that when dealing with tribal issues (i.e., presence of
TCPs), project delivery takes longer to accomplish, and therefore starting early is critical when you
need to bring in tribal expertise.
A few state DOTs noted that tribal participation is often dependent on a number of factors, including
the tribe’s capacity, ability, and willingness to participate. A tribe’s willingness to share knowledge is
also a factor.
Resolution of Adverse Effects. One state DOT noted that they apply tribal expertise as part of the
resolution of adverse effects to archaeological sites. An example is the development of interpretive
panels along hiking trails, in connection with one of the state’s roadside rest areas located along a scenic
river. The content of the interpretive panels was developed in cooperation with a local tribal elder who
contributed traditional knowledge to the content of the panels, as well original illustrations/drawings
that were also included on the interpretive panels. The panels included topics on local tribal culture,
native plants and animals, and archaeology. In another example, for a large linear project with multiple
archaeological sites requiring testing, the consulting tribal representatives were provided technical
training in archaeological field methods and techniques, so they could actively participate in
archaeological testing/evaluation efforts as archaeological technicians. Correspondingly, as part of the
same training effort, a tribal elder, in turn, provided training to the archaeologists on traditional tribal
knowledge and culture, so that both parties received knowledge about one another’s perspectives, as
part of a collaborative approach to site testing and evaluation, which will be documented as part of the
cultural resource investigation. Other examples involve the preparation of an English-Tribal language
translation dictionary, video recording of tribal elder reading in tribal language, creation of school
curricula pertaining to state prehistory, creation of a children’s book of traditional tribal stories, creation
of video documentaries that capture traditional knowledge/perspectives of local tribal people, and/or
the development of websites or mobile apps with relevant tribal history/prehistory that offer educational
content for tribes and the public.
This state DOT also invited consulting tribes to contribute their own ethno history chapter in the cultural
resource technical reports (unedited by the state DOT, with full authorship credit to the tribe). The
intent of such a chapter is to provide space for tribes to present their own ethno history/traditional
perspective in their own words (as opposed to relying solely on the existing ethnographic literature) to
be captured in the cultural resources technical reporting. The state DOT noted that outcomes of this
effort have been mixed and are dependent on a number of factors, including the tribe’s capacity, ability,
and willingness.
As part of mitigation, this state has also conducted oral histories. One oral history effort was augmented
with archival research and documents. The tribe has expressed gratitude for this, as none of their
knowledge has been previously written down. The tribe has then used such documentation for
consultation with other agencies. The benefit of this approach is that it removes the burden on the tribes
to produce a written product themselves.
2. In your experience what have been the least effective approaches for incorporating traditional
tribal expertise into the Section 106 process? [Six responses]
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Most of the respondents noted that sending letters is not an effective approach to engaging tribes about
their expertise and knowledge. Telephone discussions may work in some cases. In addition, the state
DOT staff person engaging tribes should be a subject matter expert (SME) with experience working
with tribes.
3. Has there been a project(s) that altered standard archaeological inventory and research methods
to incorporate traditional tribal expertise and methods? What was done and why was the
approach taken? Was the approach successful? Why or why not? [Six responses]
As noted above, some state DOTs have tribes conduct inventories or participate in inventories alongside
archaeologists. One state has tribal participants on all their projects. One state DOT noted that their
standard archaeological inventory and research methods have been scaled back at times when tribes have
expressed opposition to scientific archaeological analysis because of the tribe’s cultural beliefs. These
instances are considered successful in the sense that the state DOT was able to work with the tribe(s)
through consultation to achieve a balance between archaeological analyses/preservation of data and the
cultural values of tribes whose resources are being affected by a project. The state did note that there is
often tension around the consultation and their efforts to find a suitable balance.
One state DOT said the tribes they work with look to the archaeological investigations as a basis for
tribal input. In some cases, tribes would ask for a landscape approach to bring in natural resources and
landscape features, for placement and linkages to the archaeological sites and places of cultural
significance. In these cases, the state DOT incorporates this landscape approach with archaeological
evidence. Taking this approach provides a context for understanding the significance and value of sites
and TCPs.
Another state DOT noted that to expedite things, the state DOT works with tribes on the ethnographic
surveys and the results of this work are reported separately. This work is not combined with reports on
archaeological investigations. The state DOT does continue to combine built environment and
archaeology investigations into one study and report; and it is clearly noted in the combined report that
the findings in this report are only for the built environment and archaeology, and that TCPs are handled
separately in terms of findings — in a separate report.
4. Do you consider such an integrated or collaborative approach with tribes beneficial to the
resolution of adverse effects? Why or why not? [Seven responses]
All the state DOTs noted that these integrated and collaborative approaches benefited execution of all
steps in the Section 106 process, including resolution of adverse effects. These approaches were
described as invaluable, appropriate, and resulting in more meaningful outcomes than standard
approaches. In addition, these approaches resulted in the early identification of issues important to tribes
and allowed the full consideration of project changes to avoid places of value to tribes. Further, tribes
felt they were full participants in the Section 106 process.
5. Has such an approach improved relationships and understanding between agencies and tribes?
[Seven responses]
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As with the above question, all the state DOTs said these approaches improved relationships and
understanding with tribes. As one state DOT noted:
Our partnership with regional tribes on cultural resource issues has been tremendous. We have
become family in many ways. We work together and we look forward to our meetings when we get
to visit. It has enhanced our mutual understanding of many sacred and valued resources and
transportation project needs.

One state DOT did note:
There are, however, situations where, in spite of good, successful collaborations, the department
continues to struggle with maintaining good relationships with some tribal partners.

Having a history of working with tribes facilitates working with new tribal staff. One state DOT noted
that they reach out to new staff and show them the protocols with the previous person in their position.
The state DOT introduces what has been established before and asks if anything needs to change with
the new person. Doing this does take some effort and is not always easy, given the heavy workload
among state DOT staff.
6. What have been the challenges to establishing such a collaborative approach? [Seven responses]
Here are some of the challenges identified by DOTs.
•

Relationships do not develop overnight, and relationships are what you need to have for effective
collaborative approaches.

•

As tribes receive inquiries from multiple agencies regarding a variety of projects, many of them
have limited capacity to engage fully in the process, which poses a challenge to the inclusion of
tribal knowledge/expertise.

•

Some tribes and/or their elders are reluctant to share traditional knowledge or information with
government agencies. This is, in part, a trust issue directly tied to the establishment of good working
relationships between agencies and tribes. Developing trust relationships takes time, and when staff
or leadership changes occur on the part of the tribe or the agency, trust relationships often have to
be reestablished, so the investments in trust relationships are always continuous and ongoing. A
well-established trust relationship is a key factor in the successful inclusion of tribal knowledge in
the Section 106 process. Developing non-binding MPUs or Consultation Protocol Agreements
(CPAs) could be a helpful strategy in fostering and maintaining relationships with mutual
understandings that have outcomes that are more predictable.

•

Traditional tribal values can directly conflict with scientific archaeological inquiry. Some tribes are
skeptical of archaeology and reject the concept of collecting, analyzing, and/or curating
archaeological materials. Some tribes have expressed preferences for all materials to reburied onsite
or nearby with no analysis.
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•

Timeliness is an issue in terms of getting survey results and ethnographic studies reports from
tribes. Tribes are busy with all sorts of other events and responsibilities, so the DOT needs to
consider these timing issues during project scheduling.

7. In your experience what have been the most effective approaches for incorporating tribal
expertise in early project planning, such as project programming (i.e., projects in the STIP)?
[Seven responses]
One state DOT discusses the projects in the STIP with tribes, and a second informs tribes about planned
projects through an online notification system. Another state said, if the CRM staff know about projects
in planning that may potentially involve tribal issues, they reach out to tribes. The other state DOT
respondents do not engage tribes during early project planning, but a few of these states noted that they
are either in the process of developing approaches for this early engagement or are planning to do so in
the future. For example, one state is looking further into ways to work with tribes on corridor studies
to help identify sensitive areas, known resources, or “red flags” along a given corridor segment that
should be addressed during the early corridor planning process.
8. In your experience what have been the least effective approaches for incorporating tribal
expertise in early project planning, such as project programming (i.e., projects in the STIP)?
[Seven responses]
The responses to this question were similar to Question 2. On this topic, one state DOT noted:
Tribes have limited capacity to engage with agencies in the Section 106 review process, so adding
additional demands on their time to meaningfully engage in early transportation planning processes
can pose additional challenges. We have observed that…some tribes have transportation planning
departments and staff who work on planning processes, but most tribes do not have this. Most tribal
cultural resources departments are small with limited staff and the concept of early transportation
planning is foreign to many who are otherwise used to working in the Section 106 review/project
delivery phase. Finding key points of tribal engagement along the larger timeline of transportation
planning is something our agency continues to work on in order to sufficiently bring more tribal
expertise into the long-range planning processes.

9. Based on the results of the recent Government Accountability Office report on tribal
consultation, do you provide feedback to tribes on how the information/expertise they provided
was used in the Section 106 process (and early project planning)? [Seven responses]
All but one of the DOTs said they provide feedback to tribes and obtain comments on this feedback,
and this was done generally through face-to-face project meetings, especially those associated with
investigations where the tribes are carrying out the work. One state DOT said they use webinars for
larger projects to provide feedback to tribes.
10. If you do, how is this feedback provided? [Six responses]
See responses to Question 9.
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11. Are tribes provided an opportunity to comment on this feedback information? [Six responses]
See responses to Question 9.
12. How are disagreements that may arise during this feedback effort resolved? [Six responses]
One DOT said that they simply work out the disagreement, and this may involve going out into the
field with tribal members to see if a state DOT has recorded cultural resources appropriately. A second
DOT noted that agencies first need to be respectful of these disagreements. The DOTs need to show a
record of outreach and engagement as a way of showing the work was a good faith effort, and if a place
of value to a tribe is being affected, to look into a design exception or other approach to void the place,
if possible.
Two DOTs noted that they have not experienced such disagreements.

5.1.2 TRIBES
Two tribes responded to requests for interviews.
1. Has your tribe participated in a project where standard archaeological and research methods
were altered to incorporate tribal expertise and methods? What was done and why was the
approach taken?
The first tribe noted that they consult in 10 different states. In certain states there is consultation but in
other states the tribe is not consulted at all and there is no effort to see in what the tribe is interested.
Typically, standard methods have not been altered. The tribe has had the opportunity to be involved in
projects when they were aware of the project and had been informed. They have also had opportunities
to monitor and do site visits as needed. They also do quality reviews, check certain projects as needed,
and go back to sites to see if anything else needed to be done at the sites.
The second tribe noted that it is common for all Phase I/identification efforts in their state to be
reconnaissance level only. The tribe has been successful in getting people to do subsurface surveys —
more archaeology, not less, conducted by non-tribal consultants with tribal monitoring as suggested by
competence level of firm and nature of investigations. This work is literature- and tribal expertisedriven and is designed to correct the inadequacies of the system — asking for a level of investigation
to address the lack of state standards/minimum levels of effort. This is viewed as the tribe bringing the
work up to professional standards.
This tribe has dispensed with standards when it comes to curation. Agencies need to take into
consideration any cultural perspective on items that should not be taken from the landscape. In addition,
systemic issues have driven curation fees to $2,500/box. The appropriate approach is to be thoughtful
about leaving material in the ground and doing recordation in the field, but also to respect those
situations in which some analyses may be needed to broaden understanding. Agencies need to make
sure to reach out to tribes to learn what their research questions/interest may be and bring these into the
research design for a project, as part of thoughtful, collaborative research.
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In addition, the second tribe identified the need to address the issues of personalities. People need to be
willing to work with tribes and have productive conversations, including the ability to switch easily
between scientific jargon and standard language to build understanding—not science versus the tribe
or science versus religion. Agencies need to be more creative in their approach. In addition, tribal and
agency staffs need to have the appropriate professional background, being able to review the work plans
and provide productive comments.
Finally, the tribe needs to be involved at all levels, including during fieldwork. If the tribe has concerns,
there will be a tribal monitor (typically with eight to 15 years of experience) placed in the field with the
CRM firm to ensure the work is completed to the professional standards expected by the tribe.
2. Was the approach successful? Why or why not?
The first tribe noted that when consultation exists, the tribe is always able to participate and feels that
all concerns are being addressed. The second tribe said the approach was successful and referred to
their response to Question 1.
3. Are you aware of other projects, perhaps involving a different tribe, where such an approach was
undertaken? Are there any specifics on the approach that you could share?
The first tribe said no to this question, although they heard that South Dakota has an excellent consulting
environment. The second tribe referred to their response to Question 1.
4. Do you consider such an integrated or collaborative approach between tribe(s) and agencies to
be beneficial to the resolution of adverse effects? Why or why not?
The first tribe said such approaches were beneficial. The tribe did note that in areas where there is
sensitivity, the tribe is typically involved in monitoring but is not involved in the review of the project
report before completion. Sometimes they take issue with the historic context/tribal history in the final
report, which are mostly boilerplate histories pulled from old sources.
The second tribe also said such approaches were beneficial. There is often collaboration with
enlightened archaeologists. There have been missteps, however, such as a great focus on PAs, which
are often misused and thrust upon tribes. The goal is “to kick the can down the road and do Section 106
later.” This puts tribes in a situation where they are doing salvage archaeology and shortchanges the
opportunities to come up with smart, creative solutions and discuss avoidance. PAs are being pushed
out of state DOT headquarters and the concern is that “they are playing fast and loose when the desire
should be to take care and to be thoughtful.”
5. Has such an approach improved relationships and understanding between agencies and tribes?
This first tribe said yes, particularly on an individual basis with persons in the agencies. These improved
relationships and understandings make consultation easier and more productive.
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The second tribe referred to their answers above. They did note that sometimes identification is the end
of consultation; once a resource is identified, that is it and agencies make the decision. Tribes need to
be part of reaching the decision. In addition, SHPOs do not ask if tribes have been consulted and SHPOs
make calls without tribal input. There is an uneven process driven by personalities and there is a
disconnect with the SHPO. This needs to be fixed.
6. From your perspective, what have been the challenges to establishing such a collaborative
approach?
The following are the challenges identified by the two tribes.
•

Sometimes there are differences in perspective, and you need to get past that. Talk through any
challenges — what if we do this or we do that? The more complex the project, the more involved
collaboration gets.

•

Rarely is there any looping back on a project. The tribe often does not know what the final decision
is, so there is a bit of a breakdown in the feedback loop. The tribe would like to know on EVERY
project what the final decision is — what is the conclusion? They take it on faith that the agency is
considering their concerns. The tribe receives hundreds of letters a month and so are selective about
those they follow up on directly. Tribes would like to know when a decision is made, for their
records and for follow-up.

•

Additional observations — states that have a tribal liaison are very good about following up and
keeping watch. They facilitate the collaboration that enables the tribe to get the results — there is
follow-up and follow-through.

•

The tribe signed an MOU with a state DOT. The process of writing it was beneficial to relationship
building, and having such an agreement lets everyone know what they are doing and what to expect.

•

It is important that the totality of a cultural resource be captured. There is a need to understand the
landscape. If a tribal resource is identified, the tribe should have a veto on decision-making.
Archaeology and tribal worldviews need not be diametrically opposed. Community-Based
Participatory Research is a great guide to achieve good tribal consultation. Agencies are not
stewards of the past — archaeology is a tool, not a philosophy. There is no need for confrontation
— tribes have lots of faith in science but there is no need to attach a western worldview. This needs
to be a conversation.
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6.0 EFFECTIVE PRACTICES FOR INTEGRATING TRIBAL
EXPERTISE INTO THE SECTION 106 PROCESS
The responses to both the online survey and the interviews are compelling and provide a roadmap to the
key findings and results of the study. Although the response rate was not as robust as the project team had
hoped, all respondents provided thoughtful answers to the questions posed. This is especially evident in the
responses received from the online survey. Originally conceived as a quick multiple-choice survey,
providing respondents with the ability to “Explain” any of their answers was successful in collecting
detailed responses. This study benefits from the willingness of the respondents to provide additional
comments and reinforces the need for inclusivity when seeking positive outcomes to challenging situations.
In 36 CFR § 800.16(f), consultation is “the process of seeking, discussing, and considering the views of
other participants, and, where feasible, seeking agreement with them regarding matters arising in the
Section 106 process.” In the context of this study, the project team considers consultation to be a discussion.
It is a dialogue among multiple participants in which different approaches, ideas, and perspectives are taken
into consideration. Effective consultation is possible when respectful exchange allows all participants to be
heard. Consultation is not possible in a static context, nor does it have a predetermined outcome —
consultation is dynamic, ongoing, collaborative, and transformative.
The key discussion points from this study of tribal expertise and the Section 106 process are the following.
•
•
•
•

Establishing protocols for integration of tribal expertise into the Section 106 process.
Identification and evaluation of places of religious and cultural significance to tribes.
Resolution of adverse effects.
Providing feedback to tribes.

Each of these is discussed in detail below.

6.1

ESTABLISHING PROTOCOLS

Several of the DOTs noted that they are in the process of developing formal protocols. Consultation with tribal
partners in developing such protocols will be an important element in their successful implementation, along
with consideration of how best to put the protocols for positive outcomes into operation.
From the state DOT perspective, face-to-face interactions with tribes are an effective way of incorporating
tribal expertise into all steps in the Section 106 process. As one state DOT noted, a well-established trust
relationship is a key factor in the successful inclusion of tribal expertise in the Section 106 process. In addition,
developing non-binding MOUs or CPAs could be a helpful strategy in fostering and maintaining relationships
with mutual understandings and outcomes that are more predictable. The use of MOUs and CPAs may be a
better tool than PAs to establish how to incorporate tribal expertise in all steps in the Section 106 process,
using a collaborative approach. Using these tools may address tribal concerns about state DOT PAs, especially
statewide delegation PAs that include stipulations on the nature of tribal consultation.
The concern with these approaches, from a state DOT perspective, is the capacity of tribes to participate in
these efforts.
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From the tribal perspective, agencies need to make sure to reach out to tribes to learn what their research
questions and interests may be and bring these into the research design for a project, as part of thoughtful,
collaborative research. In addition, agencies need to be willing to work with tribes and have productive
conversations, including the ability to switch easily between scientific jargon and standard language to build
understanding. One tribe noted that sometimes there are differences in perspective, and the parties need to
overcome that. It is important to talk through any challenges. The bottom line is that sustained
communication leads to effective consultation and in turn to collaboration.

6.2

IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION

The survey and interview responses clearly show tremendous range in the manner of outreach to the tribes
and the level of involvement in identifying and evaluating resources of significance to them. Consultation
with tribal partners on how best to involve them is important and may vary depending on the nature of the
undertaking and the potential concerns from the tribal perspective. Effective integration of tribal expertise
will not happen if outreach to tribes is scaled up or down based on the kind and size of the undertaking, or
by determining that only tribal monitoring will be necessary or providing the results of a survey completed
by a consulting firm without prior consultation with the tribe.
A more direct approach is to have tribes conduct the investigations to identify TCPs and, in some cases,
archaeological sites, and to provide the results of these investigations to the state DOTs. If contracting tribes
is not possible, another approach is for the state DOT to hire a consultant recommended by a tribe or to
have tribal experts work collaboratively on the team of a state DOT’s cultural resource management
consultant. Such expertise should begin in the early planning phases and continue throughout the project
lifecycle, culminating in a feedback exchange that evaluates how tribal expertise was used in decisionmaking and an evaluation of what worked and what did not.

6.3

RESOLUTION OF ADVERSE EFFECTS

The respondents provided little discussion of their active engagement in decision-making for the resolution
of adverse effects. Having formal protocols for incorporating tribal expertise or working collaboratively to
develop agreements may result in better outcomes in the consideration of different approaches to the
resolution of adverse effects than may be possible through informal consultation alone. When tribal
participation is limited and there is little or no integration of tribal expertise in the Section 106 process, the
result will be standard approaches. Tribes need to be full partners in the development and implementation
of measures to resolve any adverse effects to places of value to tribes.

6.4

PROVIDING FEEDBACK

Tribes often do not know what the final decision is on a project; there can be a breakdown in the feedback
loop. This observation mirrors the results of the GAO report on how federal agencies conduct tribal
consultation. Tribes would like to know on every project what the final decision is and how agencies
considered tribal concerns in decision-making. Tribes need to rely on agencies to provide this feedback
because tribes cannot follow up with all agencies given tribes’ involvement in hundreds of consultations.
Feedback is critical, and so is a team debrief on how well the process worked, where improvements may
be needed, and how best to share the approaches that led to success.
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7.0 EFFECTIVE PRACTICES FOR INTEGRATING TRIBAL
EXPERTISE DURING EARLY PLANNING
Does early planning facilitate the integration of tribal expertise into improving and streamlining project
development in NEPA and Section 106 reviews? In reviewing the research and the responses received over
the course of this study, both tribal and agency respondents emphasized the importance of consultation
during early planning (e.g., long-range planning, corridor studies, and project programming, including
Transportation Improvement Plans and STIPs). Despite this acknowledgement, there are large gaps in the
perception of how well tribal engagement in early planning is conducted, the level of involvement during
that outreach, and what is achieved.
Many tribes do not have transportation planning groups. For those who do not, there is an opportunity for
transportation agencies such as DOTs to educate tribal partners on the key issues they face that would
benefit from discussions about areas of tribal interest, decision-making, and integration of their expertise.
This is also a tremendous opportunity to build understanding and trust. Early planning therefore has the
potential to yield many positive outcomes, not only for project streamlining but for the ability to build
relationships of trust that could benefit other projects in ensuing years.
From the tribal perspective, early planning involvement happens to varying degrees — from an annual
information request to regularly scheduled face-to-face consultation meetings — but there is a notable lack
of understanding of how the gathered information is used. This echoes the responses received from the
online survey and interviews about how tribal expertise is used in the Section 106 process and the need for
feedback as to how the information gathered was used by the decision-makers.
We know that an effective consultation process is not a singular touch point but rather should be a series of
interconnecting touch points with increasing levels of engagement as relationships mature. Consultation
should operate on a continuum, and in that continuum, there is many opportunities to build feedback loops
so that tribal partners can participate in decision-making and the creation of outcomes. Such engagement
will build trust. What is currently considered an “inherent lack of early engagement during the actual
planning of projects” has the potential to become a springboard for a meaningful exchange of ideas with
increased contact.
The demand on tribes to be responsive to what may be hundreds of requests at a time means that any
communication effort must count, and that the information is truly shared. Seek the advice of the tribe: how
can the transportation agency make sure a request reaches whom it needs to reach, and what can the agency
do to facilitate consideration of these early planning needs that benefit all? Some of the DOT respondents
note that they do reach out to their tribal partners four years out in their early planning process, but if that
effort is only on an annual basis, there is likelihood of a change in personnel from year to year and the need
to re-establish this relationship annually. This is one of the biggest challenges to building relationships of
trust. There may be personnel changes not only on the tribal side but also often at the DOT, not to mention
that different DOT personnel may engage the tribe at various stages of the project planning process. This
lack of consistency creates confusion and means that you may be starting over again not only on a yearly
basis but also at various points during the early planning process, and any traction gained at one point may
be lost by the next.
One way to address this issue is through the creation of tribal liaisons. Having such a defined position in an
agency demonstrates the DOT’s commitment to building a relationship and provides a foundation on which
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bidirectional communication can be established and sustained. There is no single method for outreach that
works for all tribes, but all early engagement in transportation planning offers great opportunity to learn
from our tribal partners and for them to learn from the agency. What are the issues and concerns? What will
be the best communication channels that work for everyone? Where should requests be directed?
Developing an understanding of the communication pathways and being able to respond to tribal requests
builds respect and cultural understanding. Several tribal respondents pointed to tribal liaisons and
established contacts as an important element to positive working relationships and achieving successful
outcomes.
These opportunities in early planning address both tribal and agency interests. Tribes have a keen interest
in making sure that areas of significance to them are protected for future generations, and agencies want to
streamline the project development process through effective early planning, particularly through PEL.
These studies linking planning and NEPA may offer the opportunity to address many of the concerns
expressed by tribes and provide the ability to undertake planning analyses that use a broader landscape
approach to identify and evaluate areas of importance to tribes and providing critical planning data for
decision-making. A number of tribes mentioned using a landscape approach during the course of this
research; if done in early planning, it would provide ample time to engage in collaborative approaches
throughout consultation.
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8.0 CLOSING THE GAP: THOUGHTS FOR FUTURE STUDY
The research objective of this NCHRP Task 114 was to explore how unique tribal perspectives and expertise
could inform the tribal engagement and consultation process associated with the requirements and intent in
the Section 106 process for successful project outcomes on surface transportation projects. Using the
contextual framework of the current state of the practice, the study sought to identify how agencies
incorporate tribal expertise into the processes for identifying, evaluating, and developing treatment and
protection measures for places of religious and cultural significance to tribes, and to achieve collaborative
and meaningful approaches to resolving adverse effects. The study results also highlight remaining
challenges and gaps in the way agencies work with tribes and use their expertise in project decision-making.
In addition, project and consultation outcomes may not result in benefits to both agencies and tribes. The
following are some possible future research efforts that could look at ways of closing the gap and assisting
in addressing these challenges.

8.1

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

The study identified several headwinds against the successful integration of tribal expertise into the Section
106 process, including the ability and willingness of tribes to participate, a lack of trust, and issues
associated with cultural sensitivity, cultural perspectives, and confidentiality. The project team views these
issues as interwoven, and solutions to increasing participation could provide a foundation to build trust
through greater interaction and exchange leading to greater understanding of cultural perspectives.
The critical challenge is increasing tribal participation. This study highlights the need to increase funding
for project review and consultation activities. Generally, tribes do not receive payment for routine Section
106 consultation, and, depending on the nature of the project(s), such routine consultation could involve a
high level of commitment. Participation in the Section 106 process as a paid consulting expert, however, is
a potential pathway toward increasing the integration of tribal expertise into project decision-making. A
suggestion that could shed light on this issue and find practical solutions is a thorough study that would
examine existing funding practices from both tribal and agency perspectives, evaluate the effectiveness of
those approaches and how satisfied the tribes and agencies are with the approaches, and consider additional
or alternative approaches.
Building trust takes time, and relies on continuous, effective communication and reliable actions. Increased
and continuing face-to-face engagement and communication with tribal partners through consultative
meetings, active participation in early project planning, and collaboration to find successful project
outcomes of mutual benefit will build trust over time. The approach to relationship building must be
consistent, and this can be augmented using tribal liaisons, which also provides a reliable partner for tribal
outreach and engagement. The use of tribal liaisons or dedicated points of contact are another area worthy
of focused study. Looking at best practices to employ liaisons, in what situations such a role is most
effective, and the lessons that have been learned, would add additional dimension to the discussion of
increasing engagement and building trust.
Reliable partners and consultation consistency leads to greater understanding and builds respect. Being able
to work together to address challenges requires such respect. One important tool for the Section 106 process
is the use of PAs, which in some case may be supplemented with an MOU. In some cases, a tribe may
prefer the use of the less formal MOU. The survey respondents suggest that there is some work to be done
on these agreements to address the direct concerns of tribes. Such agreement documents and MOUs could
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identify tribes as full partners in the process for integrating tribal expertise in all steps of the Section 106
process. Such agreements could also define a clear feedback process as a means for continual and reflective
improvement. Further exploration of both tribal and agency perspectives of the use of such PAs, and how
the process might be improved to ensure participation and feedback, would be a significant study that would
contribute to the effort to ensure that tribal expertise is a key component of the Section 106 process.
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APPENDIX A: ONLINE SURVEY RESPONSE DATA
All responses lightly edited for clarity and anonymity.
STATE DOT/FHWA RESPONSES
1. Does your agency incorporate tribal expertise into carrying out the Section 106 process, including
identifying historic properties (i.e., places of religious and cultural significance), assessing effects,
and resolving adverse effects?
•

We contact tribes with affinity for the project area to let them know about the project and solicit if
they would like to remain involved in the Section 106 process. We do not get many responses, and
those responses rarely include information (or request for further consultation) that help identify
historic properties. However, we have had some projects with closer tribal coordination that helped
with identification and/or recommendations for how to better fit the project into the area.

•

Tribes are afforded the same opportunities to participate in the Section 106 process as SHPO and
other consulting parties.

•

Yes, to the extent that tribes are willing to share such information, we gladly welcome the
opportunity to incorporate traditional knowledge and expertise into the cultural resources
investigation.

•

On a project-specific basis.

•

Division office has cultivated relationships with Federally Recognized tribes and DOT to develop
a protocol for consulting on identification of historic properties.

•

DOT reaches out to the interested tribes on every project for comments. If requested DOT will
consult with tribes on needs such as tribal monitoring or additional field surveys, if requested.

•

We meet with them and provide the opportunity for them to tell us what properties are within the
project study area.

•

There are currently no resident tribes in the State. The DOT has a Programmatic Agreement (PA)
that covers the review of Federal aid highway undertakings in the State, including the process for
identifying historic properties. In addition, there is a letter agreement, to be replaced with a tribal
protocol (currently being developed), that governs the tribal consultation process in the State. The
DOT provides tribal access to the NEPA process electronic project file system, for all NEPA]
coverage areas including Section 106, to all federally recognized tribes with an interest in the State.
They are informed with an email whenever a Section 106 activity commences; this includes
identifying historic properties. The tribes have information on NEPA actions and activities
available to them at all times.
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•

The FHWA Division consults with the Tribe on every project pertaining to the Section 106 Process.
The FHWA engages the Tribe by providing opportunities to participate in field inspections, and
archaeological surveys. In addition, every report prepared highlighting any potential impacts or
impacts to cultural, religious resources of significance to the Tribe are provided for their review
and comments.

•

For projects on or near the reservations, we consult with the appropriate THPO.

•

Tribes are provided with scoping information, then subsequent studies on some undertakings by
project managers or cultural resources staff to see if they have any comments. Additionally, we
have invited Tribes to ongoing field investigations.

•

We routinely reach out to tribes and invite them to participate in consultation for larger
undertakings, but typically responses are very limited and do not rise to the level of “incorporating
tribal expertise” in most cases.

•

There are no Federally Recognized Tribes and/or Tribal lands in the State. However, the DOT
employees Cultural Resource staff who are 36 CFR qualified which assist in the completion of
Section 106 reviews for all Federal aid funded projects and/or actions. Consultation with the SHPO,
consulting parties and FHWA Division and/or Federal Preservation Officer is completed on
projects to ensure Section 106 requirements are addressed, including tribal consultation
requirements if/when applicable. Tribal Consultation is evaluated on a project-by-project basis.

•

The DOT, in consultation with the FHWA Division and the SHPO, has identified a list of federally
and non-federally recognized Tribes with potential religious or cultural interests in the State and,
has developed a basic process for consulting with these Tribes when Federal aid funded projects or
actions have the potential to impact Native American sensitive resources. A more formal process
and/or development of programmatic agreements with Federally Recognized Tribes has been
considered and may be pursued in the future when transportation priorities, funding and resources
allow.

•

We ask for their input throughout the consultation process. It depends on the type of project for the
level of involvement. If it is a large EA or EIS there are more opportunities for involvement separate meetings and field visits. Smaller projects on existing infrastructure affords less
discussion.

•

Our State is a NEPA Assignment State MOU [Memorandum of Understanding]:
Part 4. Certifications and Acceptance of Jurisdiction.
4.2 State Commitment of Resources.
4.2.3 When carrying out the requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA, as amended, DOT staff
(including consultants) shall comply with 36 CFR 800.2(a) (1). All actions that involve the
identification, evaluation, analysis, recording, treatment, monitoring, or disposition of historic
properties, or that involve the reporting or documentation of such actions in the form of reports,
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forms, or other records, shall be carried out by or under the direct supervision of a person or persons
who meet the Secretary of Interior's Professional Qualifications Standards (published at 48 FR
44738-39, Sept. 29, 1983). The DOT shall ensure that all documentation required under 36 CFR
800. 11 is reviewed and approved by a staff member or consultant who meets the Professional
Qualifications Standards.
Part 10. Performance Measures.
10.2 Performance Measures
10.2.1 The performance measures applicable to the DOT in carrying out the responsibilities it
assumed under this MOU are as follows:
Compliance with NEPA and other Federal environmental statutes and regulations:
ii. Maintain documented compliance with requirements of all applicable Federal statutes and
regulations for which responsibility is assumed (Section 106, Section 7, etc.).
D. Increased efficiency and timeliness in completion of NEPA process:
ii. Compare time to completion for key interagency consultation formerly requiring FHWA
participation (e.g., Section 7 biological opinions, Section 106 resolution of adverse effects) before
and after assumption of responsibilities under this MOU.
•

We do not have federally recognized tribes in our State.

•

We make sure we include the THPO.

•

Tribes are contacted early in the NEPA process and information regarding the project is shared,
including limits, type of work to be done, etc. Tribal feedback is encouraged at this point, and
Tribes are asked if they wish to be consulting parties.

•

Tribes copied on all cultural resource assessments and asked for input.

•

Early tribal coordination is an integral part of the Section 106 process for the DOT.

•

Tribes are notified by FHWA of undertakings that are being developed in counties that the tribes
have individually identified as their having ancestral, historical, or ceded land connections.

•

FHWA Division has a tribal point of contact.

•

At each stage of the Section 106 process, we consult with tribes and [native] corporations in the
particular project area, particularly regarding places of religious and cultural significance. The
level of interest and tribal/native corporation participation can vary considerably in different parts
of the state and according to the type of project and its potential to affect any such properties
[from a state with a large number of tribes and native corporations].

•

The DOT notifies Tribes of undertakings via an electronic Project Notification System (PNS). The
Tribes who have expressed an interest in the project's county and who have requested password
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access to the PNS will receive an email notifying them that the DOT proposes the action, and the
Tribes can enter the system to obtain information about the action and submit comments of what
interest they have and if they would like to be consulted. In addition, once a year, the FHWA
Division sends to all Tribes who have express interest in State lands the Tribal Consultation MOU
we developed in consultation with the Tribes. We request their feedback on the implementation of
the MOU, any updates on their contacts and counties of interest, and send a link to the DOT's multiyear and annual listing of all proposed highway projects.
2. Are tribes typically involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance?
•

We have traditional cultural specialists (TCSs) provided by the THPO in the field with our
archaeological consultants to complete all on-system (Highway) projects in the State. We have a
process defined whereby the archaeological firm calls a THPO from the list we provide, and they
line up a TCS for a specific project and fieldwork time. The TCS provides information for
identification and they or their THPO can provide information to be included in the reports for the
project. For local government and material sources where, cultural resources have been identified
a nearby tribe participates in avoidance planning.

•

Varies in accordance w/ project... may be involved in surveys.

•

Tribes are always invited to conduct a site visit. We work with Tribes during consultation to identify
TCPs and other significant cultural resources.

•

Tribal representatives do not typically participate in pedestrian archaeological surveys (although,
on occasion they do); however, tribal representatives are usually present as tribal monitors/advisors
during any archaeological field excavations and/or during construction in
culturally/archaeologically sensitive areas.

•

On a project-by-project basis related to the scope and scale of the project. These investigations have
become more commonplace to the DOT in the past 3 or so years.

•

There are no resident Federally Recognized Tribes in the State. Should a non-resident tribe express
interest in participating in the conduct of field investigations we would consider the request with
the Tribe and the DOT.

•

Sometimes. Usually they are involved in the survey when it is on their land. They also participate
in field meetings, but these do not happen on all projects.

•

There are currently no resident tribes in the State. The DOT has a PA that covers the review of
Federal aid highway undertakings in the State, including field investigations to identify places of
religious and cultural significance. In addition, there is a letter agreement, to be replaced with a
tribal protocol (currently being developed), that governs the tribal consultation process in the State.
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The DOT provides tribal access to the NEPA process electronic project file system for all NEPA
coverage areas including Section 106, to all federally recognized tribes with an interest in [our
State]. They are informed with an email whenever a Section 106 activity commences; this includes
field investigations. If they would want to be involved in field investigations, they can respond
back electronically and let the DOT and FHWA know of their desire to be involved. The tribes
have information on NEPA actions and activities available to them at all times.
•

The FHWA Division, the DOT), the Tribe, and the SHPO executed a PA in 2019 to help expedite
the Section 106 Process. The PA provides for compensation to the Tribe for their services provided
during Archaeological Surveys-Phases I, II, and III, and during Archaeological Monitoring during
construction. The latter has promoted a more active participation of the Tribe in the Section 106
Process.

•

Depends on the situation. We have done this in the past, especially on sensitive site or discovery
situations.

•

Tribes regularly conduct field investigations on behalf of the DOT.

•

Tribes are consulted with and requested to provide information on resources with importance to
them in the project area. If archaeological investigations are conducted for a project, we will
provide tribes the results of the investigations.

•

We have conducted field reviews with Tribes but that is not typical.

•

Should potential Native American resources be identified which may be impacted, Native
American tribes are consulted with and invited to provide input on any Section 106 documentation
and/or participate in field reviews. However, the Tribes rarely provide comments and/or
participation as their primary interests/concerns involve Native American burial sites and/or human
remains, which are rarely encountered on the projects.

•

Not routinely. The majority of the projects are smaller maintenance activities - along existing
infrastructure. Larger planning projects involving new corridors afford more tribal involvement.

•

We invite them to participate, but it is up to their discretion.

•

I do not know about typically. Tribes are involved if something unexpected has been found, or if
they have, requested involvement based on early coordination contact.

•

All but one tribe is out of state, so they do not typically visit project sites.

•

Tribal monitors are invited to observe archaeological investigations conducted by the DOT
archaeological consultants.
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•

This has not been asked by any of our consulting tribes.

•

Federally Recognized Tribes usually do not visit project sites in the State.

•

Due to the variability referenced above, we do not have a response for typical projects. Initial
Section 106 consultation invites the tribes/native corporations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance in the APE, and next steps proceed from there. In general, this is more focused
on communication rather than field investigation. Consultants usually carry out initial cultural
resource field surveys, with the opportunity for tribal review of the submitted report during
consultation. In some cases, an agency cultural resources specialist coordinates directly with a
tribe/native corporation regarding the location of such a site. At each consultation stage there is
also an opportunity for tribes to provide additional information and/or additional consultation on
of religious and cultural significance. We are beginning to see more Planning Environmental
Linkage (PEL) studies, and these may offer additional opportunities for tribal involvement in field
investigations.

•

Tribes are welcome to request site visits when they are interested in an undertaking. We have had
a handful of such meetings, but these are not typical. When they do visit, FHWA and the DOT's
Chief Archaeologist coordinate the visit with the Tribes, the State Archaeological Survey, and all
other appropriate DOT project staff.

3. If tribes are typically involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance, how and when are tribes involved? For example, do tribal members conduct
the investigations or participate as cultural monitors during the investigation?
•

Tribal Monitors participate in the surveys when work is within the boundaries of the reservation.

•

The TCS is either an independent consultant or an employee of the archaeological firm (the latter
typically for construction monitoring due to safety concerns - and whereby they are paid less
because of the benefits provided). In this manner the DOT gets one report with all resources
identified...one approach for avoidance.

•

Usually as monitors/consultants.

•

Both. Some Tribes I consult with have people appointed through the Cultural Committee of the
Tribe to conduct site visits and people are appointed by the Tribes to conduct site monitoring.

•

Tribes are typically involved as tribal monitors/advisors in the field during archaeological
excavations and/or during construction in areas of cultural resources sensitivity. The unique
knowledge and expertise of tribal representatives is sought throughout a cultural resources
investigation, but tribes do not typically conduct cultural investigations themselves. Some tribes
have indicated an interest in contracting with the Department to provide cultural resources
investigation services; however, this has not materialized yet.
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•

Most requested concern is for an onsite tribal monitor during construction in sensitive areas.

•

In response to notification about the project, they request the ability to conduct field investigations
or field meetings.

•

THPOs are invited to completed pedestrian survey/testing alongside SOI qualified staff.

•

Tribal members ascribed to the THPO participate as cultural monitors during the investigation.

•

Again, it depends on the project, site conditions, or if it was a discovery situation.

•

Conduct investigations and serve as monitors. Tribal members are hired for excavation projects
when appropriate.

•

Tribal members can participate as cultural monitors during field investigations.

•

As early as practical during the NEPA process. On some EA or EIS Level projects, the Tribes are
invited to participate as a Participating Agency at the project initiation and scoping phase. However,
most projects in the state are processed as Categorical Exclusions (CEs) and Tribes invited to
participate in the Section 106 review process once preliminary project plans have been developed
sufficiently to identify any potential Native American resources and/or impacts.

•

For some projects, there are ethnographic studies in which the tribes conduct their own studies.
Other projects involving data recovery on sensitive sites may result in having cultural monitors.
Our State does not typically have tribal monitors during fieldwork.

•

Tribes are invited to participate as monitors.

•

We have IGAs with a number of Tribes to provide cultural resources services. Specifically, we
have tasks targeted at gathering information for TCPs, HPRCS, etc. This allows Tribes to work on
projects within the given areas of interest. There are also provisions to assist with cultural
monitoring, etc. Sometimes Tribes will monitor fieldwork performed by archaeological
consultants, but this is not a task within the scope of the IGA. They will independently do this, or
the firm will hire the tribal staff directly.

•

We invite them to participate, but it is up to their discretion.

•

The tribes usually monitor during construction. There are projects, which involve tribes in the initial
field investigations, but I am not sure it happens for every project. Tribes are always invited to be
consulting parties if the project is within the areas they have told the DOT are of interest to them
for cultural resources.
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•

Generally, the Tribes act as monitors. However, the DOT has asked Tribal representatives to inspect
and advise on certain sites.

•

The THPOs are notified in advance of any archaeological surveys. The THPOs can choose whether
to send Tribal Monitors to observe the archaeological surveys.

•

The DOT has stepped up all communication and consultation with [all tribes].
o The DOT meets quarterly with all tribes going over all the anticipated projects (pre-NEPA
and at planning stage) and identified high-level potential 106 issues.
o If there is potential for 106 impacts based on initial screening, then the DOT sends a letter
identifying the potential archaeological and cultural/religion significance requesting
consultation.
o Early consultation is also done if projects have financial impacts (e.g., detours impacting
casino business).
o If Section 106 mitigation is required, then an invitation to participate and opportunity to
monitor field investigations is sent. If the tribe(s) want to participate then a MOU for tribal
involvement is developed.
o In additional to all the above, every other year, the DOT holds an Intergovernmental
meeting with the Tribes to address global issues.
o On regular projects (w/o 106 potential) the DOT Transportation Service Centers send out
letters on all projects with a description of the work so the tribes are aware and can contact
them if there is an issue which has been overlooked and needs to be addressed during the
plan development.
o The DOT has made major steps to include the Tribes throughout planning and project
development and into construction.

•

No processes at this time.

•

The field visits have been primarily information sharing. Tribes have neither performed nor
monitored investigations.

4. Do tribes hire or are they involved in the selection of a consultant to perform this work on behalf
of the tribe (i.e., is the consultant someone the tribe knows well and trusts)?
•

The TCC [Tribal Consultation Committee] has discussed the potential for their involvement in
hiring under our contracting system, but for the majority of our projects, the archaeological firm
is hired by the engineering firm we hire to do the pre-construction (NEPA) for a given project.
However, the processes are well defined for tribal involvement.

•

There are a limited number of firms (mostly local) that are hired for this work and the Tribes usually
have good working relationships with them. That is not to say there have not been complaints. We
do have an incident reporting system in place. We have also provided 2 sensitivity trainings for our
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consulting archaeological firms. We are hoping to provide an opportunity for everyone to work
together in the field to address issues.
•

Varies, but usually tribal member or in some cases tribal “staff.”

•

Some of the [20+] Tribes I consult with do both in-house consultation and others hire consultants
to do Sec. 106 on their behalf.

•

The state process for competitive bid contracts does not provide for tribes to have a choice in the
selection of a cultural resources consultant. This could get complicated if multiple tribal consulting
parties wanted different cultural resources contractors. The selection process is primarily based on
consultant qualifications and costs.

•

The DOT asks a tribe to recommend someone. In some instances, a Tribe might complete the
investigations.

•

If the tribe requests a tribal monitor, the tribe typically provides that service. If, an archaeological
monitor is requested the DOT will hire the service based on potential recommendations from a
tribe.

•

Only when the tribe is given the fieldwork responsibilities.

•

No resident tribes currently in the State.

•

They are not involved in the selection of consultant, though through a cooperative agreement, the
consultant is well known to the THPO and the THPO trusts them.

•

The Tribe performs this work.

•

Normally it has been with tribal members and staff.

•

It depends on the Tribe. Some tribes have a robust cultural resource management program and can
do many things in-house. Other tribes may need assistance and then would retain the assistance of
a consultant. The consultant would be someone known and trusted by the Tribe, especially for
ethnographic studies.

•

We do consult to make sure we honor their concerns.

•

Tribes do the monitoring or inspection themselves.

•

The DOT has archaeological consultants under contract to perform surveys. The THPOs have
Tribal Monitors to observe the surveys and provide expertise and comments if necessary.
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•

This has not been asked by any of our consulting tribes.

•

The DOT has an intergovernmental agreement with the University Research Institute.

5. Do you have an executed Section 106 PA with tribes that establishes how tribal expertise is used
in the Section 106 process?
•

We have a PA on how we will consult on DOT projects. We work as a group to define what the
Tribes think needs to be done...how a project needs to be approached and we implement that
approach. We worked out a system for including TCSs in the field and it was approved by FHWA
and DOT management in the summer of 2007. We have been operating under that approach ever
since.

•

Statewide PA requires consultation, but no agreement specific to tribe.

•

FHWA and the DOT have a Tribal MOU.

•

Our agency has a Section 106 PA, which stipulates that the unique knowledge expertise that Indian
Tribes possess regarding their ancestral lands will be considered in making determinations and
findings. There is no further specification beyond this.

•

Only one - for use on projects completed within the boundaries of Reservation.

•

Federally Recognized Tribes have expressed their dislike of PA in the process.

•

FHWA & the DOT are in beginning stages of consultation on create a PA(s) with interested tribes.

•

The FHWA Division, the DOT, the Tribe, and the SHPO executed a PA in 2019 to help expedite
the Section 106 Process. The PA provides for compensation to the Tribe for their services provided
during Archaeological Surveys-Phases I, II, and III, and during Archaeological Monitoring during
construction. The PA includes the roles and responsibilities from each one of the signatory parties.

•

We have invited Tribes to participate in the development of our PA throughout its various iterations
but to date no Tribe has signed. We have just initiated an attempt to renew/amend our current PA
that runs through 2020.

•

The DOT’s statewide Section 106 PA allows for agreements with tribes, but none has been
executed.

•

Not an individual Tribe to agency agreement, but we have two tribes that have signed on to our
Section 106 PA that streamlines the consultation process.
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•

The tribes are not signatory to our PA with SHPO, but they were consulted in the development of
the agreement. It does not specifically address this question.

•

We have some Tribal agreements - 4 or 5.

•

Tribes have generally indicated during our annual meeting that an agreement is not needed or in
some cases not desired.

•

DOT/FHWA have an MOU with several Tribes and are working to get another MOU.

•

FHWA and the DOT once had 4 executed consultation MOUs with individual tribes and negotiated
4 more that the tribes later did not sign but were treated as if executed. The tribes allowed all of
these to expire as they saw no value in these agreement documents.

•

After workshops with the Tribes in 2008 and 2009, we have an MOU with Tribes, FHWA, SHPO,
and the DOT ratified in 2011 (6 Tribes have signed), stipulating the tribal consultation process for
state transportation projects.

6. Are tribes financially compensated for participating in the Section 106 process (e.g., for
conducting surveys to identify places of religious and cultural significance)?
•

Tribes are compensated when participating in Section 106 consultation; however, that does not
currently include conducting surveys.

•

The TCSs are given money up front to cover mileage and per diem. Lodging is provided. They are
paid a salary of $50/hour when they are operating as an independent consultant, but $25/hour when
we need them to be employees of the archaeological consultant for safety/liability issues, e.g.
during construction monitoring.

•

Sometimes. Paid monitors when used.

•

Tribes are not compensated for consulting with the Department, but as an outcome of the
consultation process, it may be concluded that tribal monitoring is necessary. If so, tribal monitors
are compensated for their time.

•

If they are under contract to complete certain tasks. Not for Section 106 consultation.

•

If requested to perform a specific service under Section 106 (i.e., survey) the tribe would be
compensated.

•

If asked for comments or to be involved in Section 106 consultation the tribe is not compensated
for their efforts.
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•

Sometimes, not often though; considered upon request.

•

No resident tribes currently in our State.

•

The PA provides for compensation to the Tribe for their services provided during Archaeological
Surveys-Phases I, II, and III, and during Archaeological Monitoring during construction.

•

We have paid for travel costs, lodging, etc. but not salaries. Comes out of project costs.

•

Participation by Tribes has been very limited since I have been involved with the Federal aid
Program in the State (18 years). The FHWA Division and the DOT would consider participating in
eligible costs associated with completing Section 106 reviews but cannot recall it being required
and/or requested to date.

•

For work as a monitor, but not as consultant to address responses for consultation letters.

•

Again, we have IGAs with a number of Tribes to compensate for certain services.

•

Tribes are reimbursed for travel, meals, hotel, etc.

•

However, the costs are paid to attend the annual consultation meeting.

•

The MOU with the Tribe set up a mechanism to compensate the Tribal Monitor for monitoring
during an archaeological survey. Another Tribe declined to be compensated for any archaeological
monitoring. Without an executed MOU, the DOT does not currently have a mechanism to
compensate the Tribal Monitors.

•

Unless the tribes are providing a service beyond routine Section 106 consultation and preforming
a task that a consultant might do; then they are financially compensated for their efforts.

•

If there is a survey or specialist contract during Section 106 identification or tribal monitors during
construction, those contracted items are compensated. General participation in the Section 106
process is not compensated.

7. If tribes are compensated for participating in the Section 106 process, how are they financially
compensated and by whom?
•

They send in an invoice for their fees, time, and travel.

•

Compensated by the DOT using funds from specific projects.
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•

The archaeological firm pays the TCS or Tribe (depending upon whether the TCS is an employee
of the tribe or operating essentially as an independent consultant) the salary. They provide money
up front to cover expenses, which allows the TCS to have money during the fieldwork.

•

The state DOT provides a small honorarium.

•

Through direct payment (contract) or via consultant as “sub.”

•

Tribes are typically compensated for tribal monitoring efforts only. The most common method for
compensating tribal monitors is for the individual monitor to become a temporary employee of the
Department's cultural resources consultant. In some cases, tribes can become subconsultants to the
Department's cultural consultant, in which case the consultant reimburses the tribe, who then
reimburses the monitor. In rare circumstances, a tribe may be able to contract with the state, but it
requires a waiver of sovereign immunity.

•

Through project funds (i.e., FHWA federal participation).

•

The DOT has a couple options for contracting with tribes, such as intergovernmental agreements
or small purchase orders.

•

By the DOT.

•

They are financially compensated if tribal monitoring is required.

•

Payment to Tribe for their involvement in Archaeological Surveys-Phases I, II, and III, and during
Archaeological Monitoring during construction are made by the DOT. The latter is eligible for
federal aid reimbursement.

•

They receive a check from the Dept. of Transportation or from the term contractor hired for the
project.

•

If ever warranted/applicable, the tribes would be reimbursed by the DOT for any reasonable,
eligible costs and, FHWA would subsequently reimburse the DOT.

•

We have an IGA but most of the time the compensation is paid through a third party such as the
consultant or contractor.

•

Typically paid per monitor, per day, either by the State or by a contractor depending on phase of
project.

•

Via the DOT.
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•

In certain circumstances, there are project funds used to pay for tribal monitoring. Sometimes tribal
staff with the right expertise are hired to conduct cultural resource studies.

•

They are compensated by the DOT, upon presentation of a voucher. Our DOT does not utilize
federal funds for this.

•

Tribal Monitors are compensated through the DOT’s archaeological consultant contracts as a
condition of the fully executed MOU between FHWA/DOT and the Tribe. The Tribe sends an
invoice to the DOT's archaeological consultants for payment for monitoring hours and mileage.
Funds to compensate a Tribal Monitor are included in the scope/budget of every archaeological
survey assignment.

•

When the tribes are financially compensated, it is done through a contractual agreement with the
DOT.

•

Contracts are handled through normal contracting processes for federal aid projects, with project
funding from FHWA; however, general participation in Section 106 consultation is not
compensated.

8. Is tribal cultural expertise used in decision-making associated with the early transportation
planning process (e.g., for programmed projects, prior to the beginning of NEPA and Section 106
reviews)? That is, are tribal historic preservation or cultural staff involved in early transportation
planning?
•

The DOT consults with Tribal Transportation personnel in planning the STIP each year. Tribal
transportation personnel rarely work in concert with their THPOs. Note, however, as soon as
something shows up the in the STIP - 4 years out, we are consulting on it with our Tribal partners.
As I understand, different DOTs handle projects differently. There would be very little need for
THPO involvement prior to a project being in the STIP...in our state, we are primarily working to
improve existing highways, not creating new ones. During the oil boom, we had numerous city
bypass projects and our TCC was involved as early as anyone was in planning these routes and
approaches.

•

Planning branch has NA liaisons.

•

Tribes receive a Section 106 Early Coordination Letter notifying them of a proposed undertaking
prior to aboveground and archaeological studies so that they can inform us of any archaeological
or religious sites prior to fieldwork.

•

This is something that our Department is actively seeking to achieve. We have received a grant to
do a pilot effort to implement FHWA’s Planning Environmental Linkages initiative to enable
cultural resources technical staff to engage in the early transportation planning process to address
tribal concerns about potential effects to resources in the early planning stages. It is hoped this early
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engagement will help promote avoidance of important resources and ultimately provide for a more
streamlined project delivery process.
•

The Planning Partners in the Commonwealth reach out on an annual basis to offer the opportunity
for Federally Recognized Tribes to participate in the transportation Planning Process. Since this is
not a FHWA responsibility, I do not know if any have offered insights or opinions during that
process, but I suspect not.

•

Project notification letters are sent out prior conducting Section 106 identifications.

•

They participate in planning level NEPA projects but not as much in the traditional planning
process.

•

The tribes are welcome to provide comments at any time during the project development process,
including during Planning and prior to NEPA.

•

For projects located within the exterior boundaries of a reservation, we initiate consultation with
the tribe under Section 106 and under NEPA as soon as the project is programmed.

•

Not at this point, although it is something that has been requested by the Tribe. FHWA, the DOT,
and the Tribe meet monthly to discuss future projects coming down the pipeline. Currently, the
FHWA and the DOT are looking for to provide more opportunities to the tribe during the early
stages of the Project Development Process.

•

Sometimes.

•

Tribal historic preservation staff are coordinated with during the early transportation planning
process.

•

Yes, on some projects and programs Tribes have been contacted to see what type of program
information they would like to receive prior to any Section 106 related investigations.

•

The State utilizes an extensive public involvement process in developing their Long-Range
Transportation Plans and, 4-year STIP, which is open and transparent. However, as there are no
Tribal Lands in the state, it is doubtful that any specific outreach to Federally Recognized Tribes
who live outside of the state is presently completed as part of this process. If/when any Section 106
PAs with Tribes are advanced, a formal process would be utilized to involve the Tribes early during
the transportation planning process and identify specific projects of interest/concern, which the
Tribes may wish to participate in during the Section 106 and/or Project Development process.

•

Large projects that have years to develop have the most opportunities to involve tribes in a
meaningful way, as decisions have not yet been completed about different alternatives.
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•

Tribes are invited to participate in PEL studies, as appropriate, and are engaged as early as possible
in project design.

•

The DOT has kicked off a new effort to get Tribes involved earlier.

•

Yes and no. The DOT invites them. They do not always participate, but we have had some projects
where they have participated in early stages of planning/NEPA for a project.

•

Tribes are not typically contacted until NEPA has started, however our state begins NEPA early
on, and “showstoppers” can be identified early on.

•

Typically, for most projects tribal coordination under Section 106 begins when project plans are
developed. The DOT will coordinate with the Tribes as early in the process as possible. Tribal
concerns are important especially when multiple alternatives are under consideration.

•

The DOT sends an email with links to the draft STIP and instructions on how best to use this
information every year to the tribes for comments. Links to access the STIP is also posted on the
DOT tribal consultation web page year-round.

•

Our group is not involved in that aspect of transportation planning. There may also be variations
depending on whether the funding is FHWA Division (Federal Aid Highway) or FHWA Western
Federal Lands (IRR/Tribal Transportation program).

•

Their primary opportunity to see projects in the early stages is the multi-year program and annual
program listing of upcoming projects.

TRIBAL RESPONSES
1. Is your tribe’s cultural expertise used in state DOT decision-making associated with early project
planning (i.e., prior to initiating Section 106 compliance or NEPA reviews)? That is, are tribal
historic preservation or cultural staff involved in early transportation planning? An example
would be a state DOT consulting with your tribe’s historic preservation staff about projects in
the STIP.
•

The DOT does not contact us until NEPA or Section 106 consultation.

•

We meet monthly with the DOT to discuss projects upcoming.

•

We have interest in 12 states and two send us early project notifications. Most do not.

•

Some state DOTs send me a copy of the STIP each year with the opportunity to comment at that
stage. The number of projects in the STIP is more than I can review at that time, so I generally do
not comment.
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•

It depends what you mean by early. We know about it when they have decided to do something but
are not really involved in the decision process on whether something should be done.

•

We receive project information early in planning stage for some, but not all states. We do not
receive information from one state for example, but we do from others.

•

Only for a portion of the project’s APE, they refuse to include us in the borrow pit areas.

•

Tribes are provided opportunities to participate in long-range planning, like other state and regional
stakeholders. However, little of what is shared in these forums is reflected in the final plan
documents nor is much, if anything, altered with regard to policies and processes that tribes indicate
as outmoded, ineffective, culturally inappropriate, etc.

•

Due to funding, we only see projects with funding that will happen soon. In Oklahoma, we get
projects in advance and they do work with us to address all concerns written in Section 106
correspondences.

•

1. Yes on major transportation improvement projects.
2. Archaeological review seems to be done during permitting process rather than prior to initial
design on most restoration projects.

•

Quite a few years back we had great consultation with the DOT. That is not happening now.

•

The tribe does not currently have historic preservation staff but is seeking funding to set up a
THPO department in order to increase this capacity and we would like to be involved in early
project planning.

•

The DOT has not formulated an early participation plan for highway infrastructure projects.
Communication is limited to only those projects that directly affect reservation roads/highways.

•

The THPO conducts review of the proposed project.

•

We meet with the DOT twice a year and we are contacted prior to road construction on, or
adjacent to the reservation.

2. During the development of a project (i.e., during the NEPA and Section 106 review process), do
state DOTs and FHWA rely on your tribe’s expertise to identify places of religious and cultural
significance to your tribe, assess effects to these places, and resolve any adverse effects to these
places?
•

They consult with the Affiliated Tribes, however, our request to monitor off the reservation is
always denied.
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•

When we insist but see above on timing. Usually the decision to do something has already been
made.

•

In some but not all states.

•

Only on our reservation lands.

•

The two DOT Districts with which the Tribe consults do indeed reach out to the tribe to identify
historic properties and they do engage with the tribe in discussions about effects. There are still
struggles with DOTs understanding the applicability of Criteria A-C to archaeological resources
and their potential significance to tribal communities, however. We also struggle with PAs being
overused—they often “kick the can down the road” with regard to proper identification and some
entities fail to understand when it is appropriate to use a PA and when the use of one actually
undermines the Section 106 identification effort to the point of regulatory non-compliance. There
is also still a struggle to have indirect and cumulative effects fully assessed and addressed. Finally,
there remain challenges in having DOTs understand that mitigation need not be archaeological data
recovery and that such mitigation does damage in its own right. Collection and curation practices
that are a natural result of this type of mitigation are also deeply problematic.

•

Yes, if we bring up a concern in our letters the DOTs will work with us to address the concerns.

•

Case in point, FHWA/DOT [. . .] approved a bridge project via a CE after segmenting the
undertaking (resulting in impermissible segmentation within the NEPA process). This
segmentation resulted in another agency, in this case, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife, had the burden of
conducting and completing the NEPA and Section 106 processes.

•

We are afforded opportunity to comment and review documents related transportation projects.
There is a short fall of resources to accommodate the volume of reviews. There needs to be
budgeted appropriations built into transportation bills that supports Tribal Section 106 review.

•

Although it is very difficult for them to understand our views and how to work around our
concerns.

•

We would like to be involved and are increasing our capacity to do so.

•

Only on those projects as stated in Question 1 above where the proposed project is affecting
reservation highways and roads. At that time, the DOT contacts the Tribal Historic Preservation
Office for concerns or to arrange consultation on the specific project.

•

Review by the THPO.
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3. Is your tribe typically involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious
and cultural significance to your tribe?
• Not as often as we would like.
•

Often this has already taken place, as there is a reliance on old/outdated survey information. The
Tribe is always will to assist in this but has been inconsistently compensated for this process.

•

We have tribal monitors based on availability. In addition, THPO staff reviews field methodology,
methods, etc.

•

Only in projects that are in sensitive areas for our Tribe.

•

It is a rare occurrence.

•

The Tribe is not actively engaged in the Phase I or extended Phase I field effort, as these efforts are
often either completed, underway, or already contracted by the time the Tribe is notified of the
proposed undertaking. Should the fieldwork require Phase II or Phase III work, then the Tribe may
engage in that effort, if the community is aware of culturally significant and sensitive spaces within
the APE or the high probability for undisturbed native soils in archaeologically sensitive spaces.
The Tribe also does conduct field visits as a routine part of their consultation process, should
physical inspection of a space allow the Tribe to better and more fully speak to resource-based and
landscape-based concerns.

•

Not when it comes to FHWA, Section 106 consultation is typically late in the process where
decisions have already been made or designs initiated where FHWA is hesitant or resistant to
avoiding TCPs or take into account anything the tribe identifies or has concerns about. They are
more willing to just “mitigate the effects” instead of avoidance or minimization. Some states and
FHWA offices are better than others are, but there appears to be an inherent lack of early
engagement with the tribes during the actual planning of projects.

•

1. As needed and based on resources at the time required; not often due to limited staffing resources.
2. Again, supplemental funding built into transportation bills would help with staffing needs to
accommodate the demands of Section 106.

•

On projects that we are aware of and/or projects that we choose to participate on.

•

However, when we state this, we get lots of kick back and the run around to set up a date/time. If
your region has a tribal liaison, which we do it does make it easier.

•

As THPO for the Tribe and Cultural Resource person, I am actively involved in field
investigations that are within our Cultural Resource Protection Zone and areas that we already
know are sensitive.
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•

Many of these places have been previously identified. However, archaeological representatives of
the Tribe will occasionally visit areas of concern/interest, or project areas near or within known
cultural sites.

•

We would like to and we have someone who has begun the training and a staff member with
experience in archaeology.

•

We primarily work with the DOT if there is a possibility that a site or sites may be identified to be
of cultural significance.

•

Involved as participants to the contract archaeological firm or archaeologist.

4. If your tribe is involved in conducting field investigations to identify places of religious and
cultural significance, how and when is your tribe involved? For example, do tribal members
conduct the investigations or do tribal members participate as cultural monitors during the
investigation?
•

We conduct the investigations.

•

Tribal members monitor activities and perform interview to inform research.

•

Both.

•

Cultural monitors and review of methods by consultant services.

•

Our THPO office conducts archaeological surveys for our tribe. Tribal citizens under the direction
of an RPA Tribal Archaeologist do the work.

•

We seldom conduct investigations. We are more likely to provide a monitor.

•

As a rule, we are the only entity that identifies HPRCSITs for our tribe. Outsiders are generally not
permitted to interview our elders.

•

We do not get to be involved in the investigations and in rare instances they let us monitor the area
before they do the construction. That is a rare case.

•

[ . .] the Tribe has cultural monitors assigned to archaeological investigations where monitoring is
deemed necessary (typically where an undertaking is to occur in a sensitive location or when the
presence of an archaeological resource is known and the agency will not/cannot avoid it). When
the Tribe conducts field visits as a part of the tribal consultation process, the individuals in the field
are the Tribe's CRM staff, who are archaeologists in their own right.
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•

Typically, tribal cultural monitors are only included if specified within a PA or other agreement
document. This also goes for any type of ethnographic or field investigations for a project, included
as “mitigation” and not during the data collection phase. When cultural resource field investigations
are conducted, they are usually completed prior to the tribe being made aware of the project or does
the agency or the consultant reach out to the tribe to include their participation in these studies.

•

Typically as part of warranted archaeological investigations.

•

THPO conducts Phase IA desktop reviews on all project proposals and offers determinations and
findings. Sometimes these findings will require further archaeological investigations in which we
will monitor as long as resources allow.

•

Usually involved when the archaeologists are ready to head to the field. TCS are involved in class
III surveys to assist archaeologists. Project timeframes vary. Some are a day’s notification before,
whereas other projects are spoken of years, months ahead of time.

•

Participation as cultural monitors.

•

We try to get a site visit after the initial letter or after the first consultation meeting. This done by
office staff and monitors are employed by the Tribe.

•

THPO is involved, if particular areas are sensitive and I need more information, I have Elders
who I can consult with. Some of my Elders used to be able to go in the field with me; however,
they are Elder Elders. I am an Elder, but I have Elders older and wiser than me. We do not have
any NA Monitors to go on site, other than myself. I have been with the Tribe for a long time and
know where to look and how to get more information and what to look for.

•

Tribal members and representatives conduct field investigations using ethnographic report and
recent investigation reports. If the Tribe has issues with a consulting archaeological report, the
Tribe may request the Tribal Historic and Cultural Resource Department to reassess sites. If areas
or project site is identified as sensitive, the Tribe will request to participate as cultural monitors.

•

The Tribe would like to be involved in the entire process and has a cultural monitor in training to
be able to participate in the investigations.

•

It depends on the project. Sometimes we only survey, sometimes we only monitor, or sometimes
we do both.

•

We are involved to the degree that a project is affecting directly reservation roads and or
highways and have the potential to go beyond the current right of way fence lines and into Indian
administered/owned lands.
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•

Unless there is a Tribal archaeologist who meets the Secretary of Interior Standards conducting
the investigation, Tribes are participants to the study.

5. Or does your tribe hire or are you involved in the selection of a consultant to perform this work
on behalf of the tribe (i.e., is the consultant someone the tribe knows well and trusts)?
•

Depends on the case. Sometimes we do it; sometimes it is contracted out.

•

The tribe has a contracted archaeologist.

•

We have never been asked for our opinion on the consultant used by [the State DOT] or FHWA.

•

Both, we use internal and external.

•

Our tribe is not involved in the selection of consultants.

•

DOTs pick the consultants.

•

When Tribal staff conduct field visits/meetings, their work is performed as a part of their staff
duties, which is wholly paid by the Tribe. When a cultural monitor is needed, the Tribe supplies
the names of tribally vetted and approved independent contractors (at this juncture, all of whom are
Native American) that supply monitoring services on behalf of the Tribe. The agency or entity
hiring the cultural monitor contracts with that individual directly, but that individual represents the
interests and concerns of the Tribe.

•

When ethnographic work is called for, we specify a trusted ethnographer as part of the agreement
document. Cultural Resource consultants conducting the initial and any follow-up surveys are hired
by the proponent or agency without any input from the tribe, and tribal participation in these surveys
is after the fact or as field trips.

•

The Tribe does not hire the consultants; we participate by monitoring the archaeological
investigations typically done by a contractual consulting firm selected by the state agency.

•

Our Tribe has one consultant that conducts the surveys, with our TCS, on one project within our
reservation borders. The THPO recommended the consultant due to previous successful
collaborative projects. Off reservation, projects are result of agencies hiring consultants.

•

NO 'consultant' should EVER be allowed to do cultural surveys in lieu of cultural Monitors from a
federally recognized tribe PERIOD.

•

THPO's office has a contract with a Qualified Archaeologist; however, the THPO budget is super
limited. We have the Archaeologist do work on Tribal lands in a limited capacity. However, no we
do not have an Archaeologist hired to go in the field with agencies and private contractors. As time
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is allowed, THPO goes with the lead agencies and private contractors, especially areas of critical
concern. The Tribe does not have the budget for hiring more cultural resource personnel.
•

The Tribe works with local archaeologists.

•

The Tribe in the future may also hire a consultant to assist in the process.

•

We are not actively involved in the process of selection of contractors or firms conducting
archaeological survey research and work.

•

Only recommendation can be submitted for selection of the archaeological firm.

•

We are not involved in the hiring of the archeology firms.

6. Do you have an executed Section 106 PA with FHWA and/or a state DOT that establishes how
your tribe’s expertise will be used in carrying out the Section 106 process?
•

If we do, it is probably outdated and was completed from the last THPO representative.

•

In progress in the state.

•

We have an MOU with the DOT and had the opportunity to sign an MOU with another DOT. We
have no agreements with the DOT in other states of interest to my tribe.

•

The FHWA refuses to enter into a PA with the Tribal Nation.

•

And I do not know why one would use a PA as the vehicle for such an agreement. A MOU perhaps,
but not a PA. (We also do not have a MOU with the FHWA or DOT for this purpose).

•

This is a need that has to be addressed.

•

There is no PA that exists between Tribes and the DOT.

•

Leaders of such Nations should execute documents between Nations. Many PAs include the State
Historic Preservation Officers on the front page and don't include Tribal Presidents/
Chair’s secondary. This is disrespectful to a Nation’s leader.

7. Is your tribe financially compensated for participation in the Section 106 process, such as
conducting surveys to identify places of religious and cultural significance?
•

Employees are compensated for their time working for the tribe, however the Tribes are often not
compensated for time spent researching a project, getting materials together for consultation
meetings, consultations, travel and time for Site Visits and most work done prior to ground
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disturbing activities on a project. Tribes are compensated for Cultural Monitoring, so there is an
uneven push for tribes to approve projects so they can be compensated. This later places tribes in
an adversarial position when there are inadvertent discoveries at a project site.
•

We have not done surveys for DOTs but we are working on tribal monitoring logistics with the
DOT.

•

Sometimes. If we have made it clear that such a survey is needed, we are compensated for doing it.
It is not done as a matter of course.

•

The Tribe does not charge a fee for its participation in the Section 106 process. That said, we have
also not been asked to perform services that would otherwise necessitate the hire of a consultant.
Should that occur in the future, compensation might be a topic for discussion.

•

We are compensated to attend annual consultation meetings.

•

When monitoring is required, the tribe is compensated at that time for in field participation. Not
for phase IA desktop review of the projects.

•

For some surveys yes, all depends on the agency...most of the time we are not compensated.

•

Not at this point, but as we are increasing our capacity and expertise it will be important for us to
be in the future.

•

We are not compensated; however, I believe Tribes should be compensated for their services.

•

As yet, no, in the State.

•

Not specifically the Tribe but the individual sent to conduct the survey.

•

Our monitors and surveyors are paid.

8. If your tribe is compensated for participating in the Section 106 process, how are you financially
compensated and by whom?
•

We enter into contracts and grants, perform work, invoice on a cost-reimbursable basis.
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•

Travel expenses (flight, lodging, per diem).

•

We are compensated by the DOT, only to do the inventory of historic properties. Our time spent
on consultation is not covered.

•

Depends on the state. [In] some states it is their FHWA others contract it out to an agency where
they reimburse us and in turn are reimbursed by FHWA. The advantage of an outside source is this
sometimes allows the DOT to come to a tribe to consult (which is usually at one of the tribe’s
casinos due to it being the largest meeting space and hotel available).

•

Typically through a contractual agreement executed through a preapproved purchase order.

•

By check, through the agency hosting, or their consultant.

•

106 meeting there is no compensation. Extra items we do request compensation such as surveys
and reports.

•

We are not involved yet in any projects in the State or with DOT.

•

The archaeological firm compensates the individual NOT the Tribe.

•

The archeology firms pay our monitors and surveyors.
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW RESPONSE DATA
All responses lightly edited for clarity and anonymity.

STATE DOTS
1. In your experience what have been the most effective approaches for incorporating
traditional tribal expertise into the Section 106 process?
Response 1
•

In our state, we meet twice a year with 16 regional tribes. We discuss approaches and perspectives
as a group (TCC) and come up with approaches approved by the group. We also include TCS in
the field with our archaeologists. We have taken the TCC to sites to provide insight into use. We
do the best we can to incorporate their perspectives and knowledge into our projects.

Response 2
•

Our more successful examples of incorporating traditional tribal knowledge and/or expertise into
the Section 106 process are those in which tribes have the capacity to engage meaningfully with
our Department about cultural resources concerns in the context of transportation project
development.
Given that scientific data and technical reporting are not necessarily meaningful to tribal
stakeholders, our department’s mitigation efforts seek to ensure that the scientific data obtained
from an archaeological investigation can be sufficiently translated or made available in a manner
that is beneficial to all stakeholders, including tribes and the public. We try to promote the concept
that traditional tribal knowledge and archaeological knowledge are not mutually exclusive and, in
fact, can be complimentary. We encourage our tribal partners to collaborate with us in
Transportation Planning phases to address strategies for avoidance or preservation of resources
through early planning, as well as during Project Delivery phases to identify strategies for
integrated treatment and mitigation when avoidance of resources is not feasible.
When tribes are able to engage in the resolution of adverse effects for archaeological sites eligible
under Criterion D, mitigation efforts tend to involve outcomes that have more meaning and are
beneficial to the tribes, beyond archaeological data recovery and curation. Such outcomes also tend
to be more beneficial from a public education standpoint, as well.
For example, in addition to data recovery and curation to resolve adverse effects to an
archaeological site for one of our projects, a series of interpretive panels was created and installed
along hiking trails, in connection with one of our roadside rest areas located along a scenic river.
The content of the interpretive panels was developed in cooperation with a local tribal elder who
contributed traditional knowledge to the content of the panels, as well original
illustrations/drawings that were also included on the interpretive panels. The panels included topics
on local tribal culture, native plants and animals, and archaeology. This approach was considered
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successful in addressing scientific archaeological values (data recovery/curation), traditional tribal
values (tribal elder input and participation), and public education values (informative display panels
along public trails, based on the project’s biological and cultural resources technical investigations).
In another example, for a large linear project with multiple archaeological sites requiring testing,
the consulting tribal representatives were provided technical training in archaeological field
methods and techniques, so they could actively participate in archaeological testing/evaluation
efforts as archaeological technicians. Correspondingly, as part of the same training effort, a tribal
elder, in turn, provided training to the archaeologists on traditional tribal knowledge and culture,
so that both parties received knowledge about one another’s perspectives, as part of a collaborative
approach to site testing and evaluation, which will be documented as part of the cultural resources
investigation. This effort is ongoing as the District continues consultation with the tribes on the site
evaluation work.
Other examples of mitigation outcomes involving the incorporation of tribal knowledge have
included the preparation of an English-Tribal language translation dictionary, video recording of
tribal elder reading in tribal language, creation of school curricula pertaining to state prehistory,
creation of a children’s book of traditional tribal stories, creation of video documentaries that
capture traditional knowledge/perspectives of local tribal people, and/or the development of
websites or mobile apps with relevant tribal history/prehistory that offer educational content for
tribes and the public.
In other efforts to include traditional knowledge in the 106 process, our Department has invited
consulting tribes to contribute their own ethno history chapter in the cultural resource technical
reports (unedited by the Department, with full authorship credit to the tribe). The intent of such a
chapter is to provide space for tribes to present their own ethno history/traditional perspective in
their own words (as opposed to relying solely on the existing ethnographic literature) to be captured
in the cultural resources technical reporting. The outcomes of this have been mixed and are
dependent on a number of factors, including the tribe’s capacity, ability, and willingness. One of
our Districts has been documenting the oral history information provided by a tribal stakeholder,
with whom they work regularly, as a part of their regular project consultation meetings. The district
then augments the oral history input with archival research and documents it in the technical reports.
The tribe has expressed gratitude for this, as none of their knowledge has been previously written
down. The tribe has then used such documentation for consultation with other agencies. The benefit
of this approach is that it removes the burden on the tribes to produce a written product themselves.
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Response 3
•

The DOT has been setting up a number of work agreements with tribes — for contractual services
provided. For ethnographic research, Phase I and Phase II testing, and monitoring. Also includes
evaluation of significance of properties. Set up with intergovernmental agreements.
In absence of having agreements with a tribe, their university contractors bring on tribes on projects.
Elders can also come out to the site — not paid — during archaeological work. Some tribes like
this approach.

Response 4
•

For the tribes, what is most effective is having face-to-face discussions, and information sharing.
Or in a formal meeting or less formal, or during a field review or partner survey (where a tribe is
working alongside the archaeologists). During these discussions, the DOT gets information on how
to or not how to share tribal information with others. The DOT funds tribal travel if tribes ask for
assistance.

Response 5
•

Have standard process for consultation which tribes are comfortable with. This provides a base
line, and then can work in more detail with tribes on issues where there are known TCPs and other
tribal issues. The DOT does additional outreach with tribes on projects with these issues. Flag
projects for their attention. Also, have inter-tribal meetings on programmatic concerns that can then
be applied to all their projects.
Increase use of technology — webinars. For initial project webinars, provide overview of project
in webinar, proposed survey methods, and ask for questions and concerns based on information
provided in webinar. May have follow-up webinars if having effects on resources. These webinars
have been effective — so say tribes who participate. Mixed bag on level of tribal participation.
Helpful in dedicating DOT staff time so tribes can contribute to project — voicing their concerns.
In addition, face-to-face meetings — bring multiple tribes together for discussions. DOT provides
some travel assistance.

Response 6
•

Workshop followed by MOU.
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Response 7
•

The DOT have found that when dealing with tribal issues (i.e., presence of TCPs), project delivery
takes longer to accomplish. Therefore, starting early is critical when you need to bring in tribal
expertise. Any time DOT identified that there may be TCP issues, they will use tribes as the experts.
DOT has chosen to use an ethnographer acceptable to a tribe or a tribal ethnographer (and a contract
is set up with tribe for the services of their ethnographer). However, DOT has found that
ethnographers are not experts in Section 106 when it comes to National Register evaluations. DOT
needs to tell the ethnographers that they have to make explicit eligibility findings, along with effects
findings, in their reports. DOT has to educate these ethnographers about these aspects of Section
106 compliance.
When it comes to avoidance or mitigation, the DOT has not been in a situation where they have
had an adverse effect on a TCP.

2. In your experience what have been the least effective approaches for incorporating traditional
tribal expertise into the Section 106 process?
Response 1
•

Sending letters is not an effective consultation approach. You need effective inclusion methods but
your agency also has to be willing to address and respect tribal knowledge. I would also say that
having State Historic Preservation Office respect for the tribal perspectives is extremely important
to the results.

Response 2
•

In terms of resolving adverse effects to archaeological sites, we recognize that, while data recovery
and curation may be suitable to address scientific archaeological values and preserve information
about prehistory, this approach by itself does not necessarily address tribal cultural values or result
in mitigation outcomes that are directly beneficial to the tribal community. In other words, we have
found that the preparation of a scientific technical report and the curation of archaeological
materials, alone, have not proven to be meaningful to tribal people (or to the public).
Our least effective approaches are those in which tribal participation or input is limited. When tribal
participation is limited, approaches to site treatment and mitigation tend to focus more on scientific
archaeological goals (data recovery, analyses, and curation), but lack the inclusion or integration
of traditional knowledge and expertise from tribes. While our cultural resources investigations seek
to be thorough and include tribal ethno historic and ethnographic research as part of the
investigations, the amount of direct input from local traditional tribal people can be difficult to
obtain depending on the capacity and/or willingness of tribes to participate and share knowledge.
In order to bolster the inclusion of traditional tribal knowledge, it may be appropriate for our agency
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to further consider the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s Guidance on Assistance to
Consulting Parties in the Section 106 Review Process (November 28, 2018).
Response 3
•

[No comments.]

Response 4
•

Formal paper sharing. Is less personal and less effective. Telephone discussions may work okay in
some cases.

Response 5
•

Cannot assume if the DOT sends something, and hears nothing, that tribes have no concerns.

Response 6
•

Sending letters only.

Response 7
•

Difficulties arise when a project engineer or non-CRM DOT staff person tries to reach out to the
tribes on project issues. Needs to be the CRM SME with tribal experience that engages tribes.

3. Has there been a project(s) that altered standard archaeological inventory and research
methods to incorporate traditional tribal expertise and methods? What was done and why
was the approach taken? Was the approach successful? Why or why not?
Response 1
•

The DOT includes TCSs in the field with archaeologists for all highway projects where field
inventory efforts take place. Therefore, that is our normal operating approach. However, as an
example of a modification of that approach I will talk about a Bypass project.
Because of project delivery, needs and the known prevalence of stone feature sites in that part of
the state, in consultation with our TCS partners, we modified our approach to:
o
o

o

Class III survey with TCS as usual.
Stone feature sites identified during Class III survey were fully recorded, including
establishment of site boundaries, by a team of 15 tribal participants (although the formal site
forms were produced by the archaeological firm in consultation with the tribal participants).
The tribal work was undertaken using a private business owned by a tribal member.
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o

We involved FHWA FPO in the field to recognize the 4(f) related implications of the sites that
were being identified/recorded.

o
o

At the request of one TCC member, we worked with a Medicine Man to visit the sites in person.
Because of the concern for unidentified burials the entire project was monitored by
archaeologists and TCSs supplied by our tribal partners.
The approach was successful in identifying and recording over 8,000 features along 3
alternatives; 2 that were only identified as alternatives due to the results on the County/City
preferred route. An avoidance route, modified to satisfy County needs, ultimately became the
preferred and built alternative. Note that the 4(f) nature of some of the large stone feature sites
was very useful in bringing disparate opinions into focus.
The difficulties encountered were monumental and some had long-term repercussions.
Because the stone features were identified by tribal members, not archaeologists (although the
site was first located by archaeologists), SHPO was skeptical of the results. The TCC was told
[that SHPO] staff would have to verify every feature before they could use the results to protect
the massive site.
The monitoring effort was huge in scope and cost. The cost issues resulted in modification of
verbal agreements with the TCC on reimbursements for construction monitoring.
With the monitoring there was identification of 3 stone feature sites not seen during the
inventory. We easily avoided affecting 2 of the 3. By the time the third was identified a large
structure was already in place. We had massive, difficult discussions on this point but were
ultimately able to come to agreement to pad over the site, to the satisfaction of the TCC
partners.

o

o
o

o
o

Response 2
•

Our standard archaeological inventory and research methods have been scaled back at times when
tribes have expressed opposition to scientific archaeological analysis due to the tribe’s cultural
beliefs. These instances are considered successful in the sense that we were able to work with the
tribe(s) through consultation to achieve a balance between archaeological analyses/preservation of
data and the cultural values of tribes whose resources are being affected by a project. That said,
there is often tension around the consultation with and our efforts to find a suitable balance.

Response 3
•

The three above approaches have helped dealing with stacked rock features (which are TCPs). Had
there been a tribal member on a survey crew on one past project, these features would have been
identified as opposed to being missed by the archaeologists, resulting in a redo of the fieldwork.
Tribal involvement has also resulted in identifying as cultural resources modified trees. Have been
missed before on projects, so now more sensitive to these types of unique resources — natural
features and as a landscape. Working with tribes, now looking at holistic pattern of a “site.”
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Response 4
•

The tribes they work with look to the archaeological investigations to base their input on. In some
cases, tribes would ask for a landscape approach to bring in natural resources and landscape
features, for placement and linkages to the archaeological sites and places of cultural significance.
So, incorporate this landscape approach into archaeological evidence. This approach is increasing.
Serves as a context for understanding the significance and value of sites and TCPs.

Response 5
•

They are just starting to get into this now — at identification phase. Have one actively in the works
where tribes will participate in the Phase I survey — working now on how this will be done. They
are getting more tribal requests for monitoring during identification.

Response 6
•

No.

Response 7
•

No. To expedite things, the DOT works with tribes on the ethnographic surveys and the results of
this work are reported separately. This work is not combined with archaeological work. The DOT
does continue to combine built environment and archaeology investigations into one study and
report. In addition, it is clearly noted in the combined report that the findings are only for the built
environment and archaeology, and that TCPs are handled separately in terms of findings — in a
separate report.

4. Do you consider such an integrated or collaborative approach with tribes beneficial to the
resolution of adverse effects? Why or why not?

Response 1
•

Tribal involvement is invaluable. Not only to resolution of adverse effects…, which in the example
given above we did not have…but invaluable to identification of stone features not typically,
identified by archaeologists. There is a good discussion of the tribal ability to recognize their sacred
places in chapter one of Sebastian LeBeau’s dissertation, “Reconstructing Lakota Ritual in the
Landscape: the Identification and Typing System for Traditional Cultural Property Sites.”3
Our collaboration with the Tribes has allowed us to avoid effect to the stone feature sites they value.
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Response 2
•

Yes, effective and good faith collaboration between public agencies and tribal leaders/
representatives, whose heritage resources are being adversely affected by a public works project,
is appropriate for many reasons, including meeting the spirit of the NHPA to preserve heritage for
the benefit of future generations. An integrated, collaborative approach to the resolution of adverse
effects is beneficial in that it offers a more holistic and inclusive consideration of tribal heritage
resources affected by transportation projects and helps foster mitigation outcomes that more
meaningfully address the values of all the stakeholders involved.

Response 3
•

Absolutely. Working with the tribes on the stacked rock features, once identified, were able to
avoid these features.

Response 4
•

Yes! They subscribe to the idea that collaboration results in a more holistic way to address adverse
effects — get a bigger understanding. In addition, resolution of adverse effects may extend beyond
the site.

Response 5
•

Yes. Gets tribal buy-in early on project — all stages of consultation and project steps, so when
come to resolution of adverse effects, the tribes feel they are part of the process all along. With this
approach, they do not get any showstopper comments from tribes.

Response 6
•

Yes, collaborative approach is always best.

Response 7
•

N/A.

5. Has such an approach improved relationships and understanding between agencies and
tribes?
Response 1
•

Our partnership with regional tribes on cultural resource issues has been tremendous. We have
become family in many ways. We work together and we look forward to our meetings when we
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get to visit. It has enhanced our mutual understanding of many sacred and valued resources and
transportation project needs.
Response 2
•

We have found that collaborative approaches with tribes in the Section 106 process tend to stem
more from already having a good pre-existing relationship with a tribe. Establishing a trust
relationship with tribal partners and engaging in early coordination efforts with them separate and
apart from the project delivery/Section 106 review process tends to help to foster better trust
relationships with tribal partners, so that when we do find ourselves in circumstances in which we
have to resolve adverse effects, it is easier to be more collaborative with our tribal partners in that
context. That said, when we successfully collaborate with tribal partners during mitigation efforts,
it does also contribute to a strengthening of those existing relationships. There are, however,
situations where, in spite of good, successful collaborations, the department continues to struggle
with maintaining good relationships with some tribal partners.

Response 3
•

Yes. Has helped understand what the DOT sees on the ground given collaborative work with tribes.
They do quite a bit with the tribes in the field.

Response 4
•

Yes, has improved relationships. Their SHPO and the DOT are open to recording a landscape
associated with tribes. They have done this in one case.

Response 5
•

Yes. As they build their consultation style and program, they have established trust with tribes.
With history of working with tribes, when new person at a tribe, the new person can see history
and helps build trust earlier with the new person. DOT reaches out to new person and shows them
protocols with the previous person in their position. Introducing what has been established before
and ask if anything needs to change with the new person. This does take some effort — not always
easy given heavy workload among DOT staff.

Response 6
•

Yes, stemming from our original workshops and MOU/PNS.

Response 7
•

100% with various tribes.

6. What have been the challenges to establishing such a collaborative approach?
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Response 1
•

It has taken many years of effort. In Their Own Light, A Case Study in Effective Tribal Consultation
(U.S. DOT, FHWA, 2006),4 details some of that effort. We began with going out to each tribe at
least monthly and getting to know people. We would bring information on some of our big projects.
We then worked into a group programmatic approach after 6 years. As a group, it took us 2 years
to write a PA creating the TCC. We have been operating under this agreement for 13 years. We
have grown in size from FHWA, the DOT and 5 regional tribes to 16 regional tribes. When we first
started having meetings, I could not get any[one] from the tribes to call me back and I was never
sure who was coming to the meetings. We now Facebook Message, email, text and call each other
frequently. Relationships do not develop overnight and it is relationships that you need to have
effective collaborative approaches.

Response 2
•

In the context of the NHPA and the Section 106 review process, our Department, as a public agency,
seeks to be inclusive of the views and values of all consulting parties, while also balancing
regulatory obligations and the public need for a given transportation project. To achieve the intent
of the NHPA in the context of transportation development and to ensure that the concerns/interests
of all parties are properly considered, our Department seeks to conduct cultural resources
investigations in a manner that addresses tribal cultural values, scientific archaeological values, and
public education values. Some factors that hamper the inclusion of traditional tribal knowledge in
the Section 106 review process include the following:
o

Incorporating traditional tribal expertise in the 106 process can only be effective and successful
if tribes are able and willing to engage meaningfully with the Department. As tribes receive
inquiries from multiple agencies regarding a variety of projects, many of them have limited
capacity to fully engage in the process, which poses a challenge to the inclusion of tribal
knowledge/expertise.

o

One challenge to establishing a collaborative approach includes an understandable reluctance
on the part of some tribes and/or their elders to share traditional knowledge or information with
government agencies. This is, in part, a trust issue directly tied to the establishment of good
working relationships between agencies and tribes. Developing trust relationships takes time,
and when staff or leadership changes occur on the part of the tribe or the agency, trust
relationships often have to be reestablished, so the investments in trust relationships is always
continuous and ongoing. A well-established trust relationship is a key factor in the successful
inclusion of tribal knowledge in the 106 process. Developing non-binding Memoranda of
Understanding or CPAs could be a helpful strategy in fostering and maintaining relationships
with mutual understandings that have outcomes that are more predictable. These do, however,
take time, and we have over 100 federally recognized tribes in our state.

o

Our agency has also experienced circumstances where traditional tribal values directly conflict
with scientific archaeological inquiry. Some tribes are skeptical of archaeology and reject the
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concept of collecting, analyzing, and/or curating archaeological materials. Some tribes have
expressed preferences for all materials to reburied onsite or nearby with no analysis. This poses
challenges in the context of the NHPA where the preservation of knowledge (data) runs
contrary to tribal values/beliefs that archaeological remains should not be analyzed. We seek
to find balance through consultation with the consulting tribes in these instances; such
consultations tend to require a lot of time and can be contentious.
o

Another complication to the inclusion of traditional knowledge has occurred when non-tribal
persons are hired by tribes to serve as their cultural resources representatives and/or assume
Tribal Historic Preservation Office duties for the tribes. We have found, in such circumstances,
the role of the tribal people becomes somewhat diminished. In some cases, the cultural staff
retained by tribes act as barriers to the Department’s direct communication with more
traditional tribal people and elders who may have traditional knowledge to share.

Response 3
•

Negotiating when it is appropriate to have monitors on site. Where do you draw the line when tribes
request monitoring? Has been an issue.

Response 4
•

Timing is a tough one. Trust is a big one in terms of information sharing. Accountability on both
sides. On the DOT’s side, being sure to pay tribes for their work — for timely payments. On the
tribes’ side, providing a deliverable for their work.

Response 5
•

Time and amount of follow-up, especially with big projects with several properties of concern, and
when multiple tribes are involved. Takes time to do all of these follow-ups. Hard to balance with
project schedule.

Response 6
•

Face-to-face meetings are always best, and travel distance and lack of resources for such meetings
is a problem.

Response 7
•

Timeliness in terms of getting survey results and ethnographic studies reports from the tribes.
Tribes are busy with all sorts of other events and responsibilities, so the DOT needs to consider
these timing issues during project scheduling.
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Costs. They are experiencing, on the average, higher costs if doing an ethnographic study as part
of Section 106 compliance work. In addition, they do not know about these costs until they are a
bit into developing the project. Therefore, this is an issue that needs to be understood by DOT staff
and decision-makers.
7. In your experience what have been the most effective approaches for incorporating tribal
expertise in early project planning, such as project programming (i.e., projects in the STIP)?
Response 1
•

We discuss the STIP at every meeting. I have detailed how to read it, which projects they may be
most interested in, and the fact that they can notify me at any time about issues they anticipate
coming down the pike. I have never had any participation on that level. Once I have maps and
information on the type of project and even photos of an area, it becomes more real and we have
been able to define interest and participation. What has been helpful though is project approaches
with varied, malleable alternatives.
We are also involving the THPOs in cultural resource report review (this is new so I am not sure
how the response will be). We will also be sharing the site forms with the THPOs so that they can
comment and assess the efficacy of their TCS involvement.

Response 2
•

Our department is currently working on ways to bring heritage preservation considerations into
long and mid-range transportation planning processes; however, we are still working on how best
to operationalize this.
When speaking and working with tribes, we seek to emphasize avoidance of cultural resources
through early coordination (prior to 106 review). We frequently advise tribes that transportation
projects are largely a response to local and regional land use planning decisions and that getting
involved with their local Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and Regional
Transportation Planning Agencies can give them a seat at the table and a voice in land use planning
decisions that could ultimately affect tribal heritage sites. Our department has offered technical
assistance to tribes who wish to develop Tribal Transportation Plans, the completion of which opens
them up to funding opportunities and guarantees them a seat at the table with their local MPOs.
Our department is also looking further into ways to work with tribes on Corridor studies to help
identify sensitive areas, known resources, or “red flags” along a given corridor segment that should
be addressed during the early corridor planning process. Having traditional tribal input during
corridor planning could be very helpful, but we have not fully implemented this approach yet.
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As for mid-range planning, we have been able to consult with tribes about projects that are in the
“Project Initiation phase” (projects that are roughly 3-5 years out and may or may not be
funded/programmed). We are able to provide tribes with a list of such projects along with basic
project location information (County, Route, and Post Mile), as well as a simple project description.
This has allowed tribes to chime in well before the Section 106 review process to express concerns
and/or identify areas of sensitivity that should be avoided; however, this approach has not
necessarily resulted in the incorporation of traditional expertise, elicited traditional tribal expertise,
so much as it has brought attention to known resources earlier.
Response 3
•

Note: They currently do not do this now. However, DOT in process of developing procedures for
consulting with tribes during all aspects of planning, including for projects in STIP. Procedures
will be completed by end of the year.

Response 4
•

Minimally do this. They would like to develop a planning tool with tribes. Their in-state tribe is
involved in early planning for roads near their reservation.
They are looking at Oregon DOT example — at all aspects of planning for tribes as a possible
program they can duplicate in our state.

Response 5
•

This has not been done at the DOT. They are not in the Planning Office, which works independently
from her office. Looking now at possible PEL approaches. Currently no tribal involvement in
programming.

Response 6
•

P[roject] N[otification] S[ystem].

Response 7
•

If the CRM staff knows about projects in planning that may potentially involve tribal issues, they
reach out to tribes. And management and planners within the DOT understand and agree to this
approach.

8. In your experience what have been the least effective approaches for incorporating tribal
expertise in early project planning, such as project programming (i.e., projects in the STIP)?
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Response 1
•

While we have never sent letters as from the beginning we saw it as ineffective, I still believe from
conversations with THPOs that getting a letter is meaningless in their world of inundation with
letters.
The things I have been talking about are really consultation methods and efficacy. What is critical
for incorporation of tribal expertise that is learned through consultation is acceptance and
implementation of approaches that respect that expertise. Agencies need to respect and accept it (I
believe we have been successful because DOT management has been willing to listen respectfully
to this input and allow for implementation and integration of tribal knowledge)…Federal Agencies,
associated State Agencies — DOTs and SHPOs.

Response 2
•

As we have not fully fleshed out our approaches for incorporating tribal input into our early project
planning and programming efforts, we do not necessarily have examples of ineffective approaches
to provide. However, any approach for incorporating tribal expertise into early project planning
processes can only be effective if the two parties are not able to engage meaningfully. Tribes have
limited capacity to engage with agencies in the Section 106 review process, so adding additional
demands on their time to meaningfully engage in early transportation planning processes can pose
additional challenges. We have observed that, while some tribes have transportation planning
departments and staff who work on planning processes, most tribes do not have this. Most tribal
cultural resources departments are small with limited staff and the concept of early transportation
planning is foreign to many who are otherwise used to working in the Section 106 review/project
delivery phase. Finding key points of tribal engagement along the larger timeline of transportation
planning is something our agency continues to work on in order to sufficiently bring more tribal
expertise into the long-range planning processes.

Response 3
•

N/A.

Response 4
• They do share the STIP with tribes, but this is a struggle since the times they have to work with
tribes is at a premium, and this time may be better spent on actual projects. If they are going to
engage tribes during planning, they need to have their planning discussions well thought out in
order to have a fruitful discussion. This is all linked with the tribes’ limited availability given their
consultation workload with all agencies.
Response 5
•

N/A.
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Response 6
•

Just sending letters to tribes.

Response 7
•

Understanding effects to TCPs for these planned projects can be problematic. Even on a small
project such as road stripping, tribal concerns about impacts may be heightened if a known TCP is
near the project area. The DOT works with tribes so tribes have a better understanding of the nature
of impacts and what can and cannot be done about a project still in early planning.

9. Based on the results of the recent General Accounting Office (GAO) report on tribal
consultation, do you provide feedback to tribes on how the information/expertise they
provided was used in the Section 106 process (and early project planning)?
Response 1
•

Yes.

Response 2
•

[No response provided.]

Response 3
•

They get feedback instantly since tribes are active participants in all phases of work. So give
feedback to tribes and can discuss feedback with tribes.
Will be holding a tribal summit next May, like done in Iowa. Summit will involve improving
practices in collaboration with tribes.

Response 4
•

Yes. Has to be scaled — best on an individual project-by-project basis.
Show on a regular basis on how their input is considered in the project process. This is done
through their summits and when discussing and working on a specific project — bringing in what
the DOT did on other projects like the one under consideration.

Response 5
•

On larger projects, would use webinars. Given all of the interaction with tribes on these projects,
tribes are informed on how their input was used.
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But for all other projects, they do not explicitly respond to all tribal comments.
Their new PA will have stipulation on how to provide feedback to tribes.
Response 6
•

No.

Response 7
•

If tribes are doing the work, under contract, the DOT evaluates the results as per the contractual
agreement, so tribes get feedback that way. The DOT does provide feedback on the clarity of
Section 106 findings in a report by a tribe but does not comment on or question the identification
and evaluation of TCPs.

10. If you do, how is this feedback provided?
Response 1
•

At each meeting, I go thru the minutes in which I have highlighted what we have agreed to do or
include as the tribes informed or requested and put what we did in italics. As far as what is shared
in the field, at least basic recording is always done of all things identified by the tribes. This is
reflected in the reports...although we had disagreement with SHPO about including Cultural
Heritage Form information on maps and in reports but our TCC tribes want their TCPs recorded
and reflected at least in the literature.

Response 2
•

[No response provided.]

Response 3
•

See Question 9 response.

Response 4
•

[See Question 9 response]. This happens on face-to-face discussions. Do in multiple
communication avenues. One thing they do is to write a formal letter on how a solution was
worked out with a tribe’s THPO and get the THPO’s okay on the letter, and then send letter to the
tribal council to show the value of their THPO.
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Response 5
•

See Question 9 response.

Response 6
•

[No response provided.]

Response 7
•

See Question 9 response.

11. Are tribes provided an opportunity to comment on this feedback information?
Response 1
•

We now provide site forms and draft reports to the tribes as we get them...using secure file transfer.
We provide all final reports the same way — this is a new method. Tribes can comment on all our
responses at TCC meetings and we adjust accordingly.

Response 2
•

[Incomplete response.]

Response 3
•

See Question 9 response.

Response 4
•

Yes. Especially when tailoring mitigation or preparing a MOA.

Response 5
•

Done through webinars and face-to-face meetings. Is done verbally through these venues. Also, do
via email.

Response 6
•

[No response provided.]

Response 7
•

Yes. Again, the focus of any feedback is the clarity of formal Section 106 findings.
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12. How are disagreements that may arise during this feedback effort resolved?
Response 1
• We discuss disagreements at TCC — there have been many over the years...between tribes and
us...between various tribes. We work it out. When consultants disagree with TCSs in the field I
have sent info to the TCS’s THPO or I have even gone in the field with their THPO to verify and
ensure we are recording cultural resources appropriately.
Response 2
•

[No response provided.]

Response 3
•

Have not experienced this. Not an issue.

Response 4
•

They first need to be respectful of these disagreements. They do not have too many. DOTs need to
show record of outreach and engagement as a way of showing done in a good faith effort. In
addition, work to address disagreement — a design exception or other approach if possible.

Response 5
•

See Question 11 response.

Response 6
•

[No response provided.]

Response 7
•

The DOT has not had this happen.

TRIBAL RESPONSES
1. Has your tribe participated in a project where standard archaeological and research methods
were altered to incorporate tribal expertise and methods? What was done and why was the
approach taken?
Response 1
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•

Tribe consults in 10 different states. In certain states, there is consultation while in other states they
are not consulted at all and there is no effort to see what the tribe is interested in.
Typically, standard methods have not been altered. Have had the opportunity to be involved in
projects where they were aware of the project and had been informed. Have had opportunities to
monitor. Visits sites as needed. Do quality review and check certain projects as needed. Go back to
sites to see if there was anything else to do.

Response 2
•

In our state, it is common for all Phase I/identification efforts to be reconnaissance level only. The
tribe has been successful in getting people to do subsurface surveys — more archaeology not less
conducted by non-tribal consultants with tribal monitoring as suggested by competence level of
firm and nature of investigations. This work is literature and tribal expertise-driven and is designed
to correct the inadequacies of the system — asking for level of investigation to address the lack of
state standards/minimum levels of effort. This is viewed as the tribe bringing the work up to
professional standards.
They have dispensed with standards when it comes to curation. Need to take into consideration any
cultural perspective that things should not be taken off the landscape. In addition, systemic issues
have driven curation fees to $2500/box. Approach is to be thoughtful about leaving material in the
ground, doing recordation in the field but also respecting those situations where some analyses may
be needed to broaden understanding. Make sure to reach out to tribes to learn what their research
questions/interest may be and bring that into the research design for a project — thoughtful,
collaborative research.
Need to address the issues of personalities. People need to be willing to work with tribes and have
productive conversations — ability to switch easily between scientific jargon and standard
language to build understanding, not science versus the tribe or science versus religion. Agencies
need to be more creative in their approach.
Tribal and agency staff need to have the professional background, be able to review the work plans
and provide productive comments. Tribe needs to be involved at all levels.
During fieldwork, the tribe works with the Cultural Resource Management firm throughout the
entire process. If the tribe has concerns, there will be a tribal monitor (native typically with 8-15
years’ experience) placed in the field with the CRM firm to ensure the work is completed to the
professional standards expected by the tribe.
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2. Was the approach successful? Why or why not?
Response 1
•

When consultation exists, always able to participate and feel that all concerns are being addressed.

Response 2
•

Yes.

3. Are you aware of other projects, perhaps involving a different tribe, where such an approach
was undertaken? Are there any specifics on the approach that you could share?
Response 1
•

No. Has heard stories that South Dakota has an excellent consulting environment.

Response 2
•

See [Question 2] comments.

4. Do you consider such an integrated or collaborative approach between tribe(s) and agencies
to be beneficial to the resolution of adverse effects? Why or why not?
Response 1
•

Yes. On certain projects might be beneficial. In areas where there is sensitivity, typically have
monitoring but no review of report before completion. Sometimes they take issue with the historic
context; tribal history — mostly pull history from old sources and use boilerplate.

Response 2
•

Yes. There is often collaboration with enlightened archaeologists. There have been missteps —
great focus on PAs, which are often misused and thrust upon the tribes. The goal is to kick the can
down the road and do 106. This puts us in a situation where we are doing salvage archaeology and
shortchanges the opportunities to be clever, creative and discuss avoidance. PAs are being pushed
out of DOT headquarters and the concern is that they are playing fast and loose when the desire
should be to take care to be thoughtful.

5. Has such an approach improved relationships and understanding between agencies and
tribes?
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Response 1
•

Yes, particularly on an individual basis with persons in the agencies and that makes consultation
easier and more productive.

Response 2
•

Sometimes identification is the end of consultation — so once a resource is identified, that is it and
a decision is made. The tribes need to be part of that conversation; SHPO does not ask if they have
been consulted and does make calls without tribal input. There is an uneven process driven by
personalities and a disconnect with the SHPO. This needs to be fixed.

6. From your perspective, what have been the challenges to establishing such a collaborative
approach?
Response 1
•

Sometimes there are differences in perspective, and you need to get past that. Talk through any
challenges — what if we do this or we do that? The more complex the project the more involved
collaboration gets.
Feedback — sometimes/sort of. Some states go through every step and there are opportunities for
involvement at many points in the process. Other states somewhat less or none at all.
Rarely is there any looping back on a project — tribe often does not know what the final decision
is so there is a bit of a breakdown in the feedback loop. They would like to know on EVERY project
what the final decision is — what is the conclusion? They take it on faith that the agency is
considering their concerns. They receive hundreds of letters a month and so are selective about
those they follow up on directly. Would like to know when a decision is made for records and for
follow-up.
Additional observations — some states have a tribal liaison and they are very good about following
up and keeping watch. They facilitate the collaboration that enables the tribe to get the results —
there is follow-up and follow-through.
Tribe signed a MOU with a DOT. The process of writing it was beneficial to relationship building.
Having such an agreement lets everyone know what they are doing and what to expect.

Response 2
•

Important that the totality of the cultural resource is captured — need to understand the landscape.
If a tribal resource is identified, the tribe should have veto. “Archaeology and tribal worldview need
not be diametrically opposed.” Suggested that Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR)
is a great guide to achieve good tribal consultation. You are not stewards of the past — archaeology
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is a tool, not a philosophy. Do not need the push-pull — lots of faith in science and no need to
attach western worldview. This is a conversation.

FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSE
1. In your experience what have been the most effective approaches for incorporating
traditional tribal expertise into the Section 106 process?
•

Spending time in the field and working with Tribes on surveys has broadened our understanding of
traditional tribal expertise. In doing so, we are beginning to learn to look at an area from not only
the archaeological perspective but also attempting to look at an area in the way one of our tribal
partners would look. We have started to see that in order to fully understand a significant resource
that you must look at the landscape around it. The days of simply conducting single transect shovel
tests while not taking into account the surrounding landscape are over. We are working to develop
scopes of works and guidance for our contractors to ensure they are considering these new ways of
thinking when conducting surveys for us.
Having good relationships with Tribes is a huge part of incorporating traditional tribal expertise.
By maintaining continuous communication through monthly phone calls and engaging with our
Tribes through active NAGPRA, ARPA and other non-106 projects, we are able to learn so much
about tribal expertise and apply what we learn in those venues to help us when working through a
106 project. Maintaining a good level of trust is also key, as some traditional knowledge/expertise
may need to be held in confidence.

2. In your experience what have been the least effective approaches for incorporating
traditional tribal expertise into the Section 106 process?
•

Only contacting Tribes via Section 106 consultation letters.

3. Has there been a project(s) that altered standard archaeological inventory and research
methods to incorporate traditional tribal expertise and methods? What was done and why
was the approach taken? Was the approach successful? Why or why not?
•

Yes, a proposed trail was requested on federal property in an area that had not been previously
developed. During the initial phase I survey a number of cultural resources were identified that
were of concern to Tribes. The survey area was expanded in order to gain a landscape level view
as opposed to the earlier corridor survey that was conducted. In doing so, it was apparent that there
were many additional resources in the area, including aboveground archaeological resources of a
type that is not well documented or understood in the archaeological literature. Since this time, the
project has been put on hold in order to allow more time to consult with the Tribes. We have met
with Tribes face to face on a number of occasions to discuss this project and held conference calls
to discuss and identify appropriate research methodologies. Native Americans conducted the
following work: a Terrestrial LiDAR survey, cadaver dog survey, Native plant surveys, and
multiple visits to the site. We are still in the midst of the working through this project so we do not
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have an outcome yet. However, incorporating Tribal expertise has been essential to understanding
these resources.
4. Do you consider such an integrated or collaborative approach with tribes beneficial to the
resolution of adverse effects? Why or why not?
•

Yes, as in many cases that Tribal input is essential to having a better grasp on significance and
effects.

5. Has such an approach improved relationships and understanding between agencies and
tribes?
•

The more our agency has collaborated with Tribes the more we have learned the more trust we have
gained and the more our relationships have grown. A personal working relationship is key to
maintaining effective tribal partnerships.

6. What have been the challenges to establishing such a collaborative approach?
•

The geographic distance between our agency and the Tribes have in some cases caused issues as
nothing can replace face-to-face interaction. We work to ensure constant communication and
multiple opportunities to interact face to face, while also supplementing with monthly
teleconferences.

7. In your experience what have been the most effective approaches for incorporating tribal
expertise in early project planning, such as project programming (i.e., for DOTs, projects in
the STIP)?
•

Early initiation of consultation and keeping Tribes apprised throughout all steps of the process.
Especially for those more complex projects. We have instituted a monthly call with Tribes in order
to keep open dialogue regarding all projects we have going on. This provides additional opportunity
for comments and discussion aside from the traditional letter process.

8. In your experience what have been the least effective approaches for incorporating tribal
expertise in early project planning, such as project programming (i.e., for DOTs, projects in
the STIP)?
•

Only contacting Tribes via letter.

9. Do you provide feedback to tribes on how the information/expertise they provided was used
in the Section 106 process (and early project planning)?
•

Yes, in some cases, we are able to avoid areas based on Tribal information and we inform them of
such instances.
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10. If you do, how is this feedback provided?
•

Communication is handled via letters, emails, monthly conference calls and one on one phone calls.

11. Are tribes provided an opportunity to comment on this feedback information?
•

Yes, tribes are notified regarding their comments and how we addressed the comment to ensure
there are no additional questions.

12. How are disagreements that may arise during this feedback effort resolved?
•

Disagreements or contentious issues are worked out in negotiation generally during a separate
project-specific phone call(s).
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